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The Culture Industry: 

Enlightenment as Mass Deception 

The sociological view that me loss of support from objective religion 
and the disimegration of the last precapiralist residues. in conjunction 
with technical and social differentiation and specialization, have given rise 

to culmrai chaos is refuted 

1M. the aesthetic 

~;~ I;~:: : ; '~i ~ i~ ~ 
same inflexible rhythm. The" decorative adm inistrative and exhibition 
buildings of industry differ Iirde between authoritarian and other coun
tries. The bright monumental structures shooting up on all sides show off 
the systematic ingenuity of the state-spanning combines, toward which 
the unfettered entrepreneurial system. whose monuments are the dismal 
residential and commercial blocks in the swrounding areas of desolate 
cities, was already swiftly advancing. The older buildings around the con
crete centers already look like slums, and the new bungalows on the out
skirtS, like the flimsy structures at international trade fairs , sing the prais
es of technical progress while inviting their users m throw rhem away after 
short use like tin cans. Bur the town-planning projects, wh ich are sup
posed to perpetuate individuals as autonomous units in hygienic small 
apartmentS, subjugate them only more completely to their adversary. the 
total power of capital.' JUSt as (d~e occupants of city centers are uniformly 
summoned there for purposes of work and leisure, ~ producers and con-
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sumers, so the living cells crystallize into homogenous, well-organized 
complexes. The conspicuous unity of macrocosm and microcosm con
fronts human beings with a model of thei r culture: the false identity of 
un iversal and parricular. AllmassJ:'il1tureu naeui&idpo+ . L ... . and 
the conmurs of its skelemll, the conceptual armature fabr icated by monop
oly, are beginning to stand out. Those in charge no longer take much trou
ble to conceal me structure, the power of which increases the more blunt
ly its existence is admitted. and radio no longer need to present 
themselves as art. 

They call them
selves industries, and the published figures for their directors' incomes quell 
any doubts abollt the social necessity of their finished products. 

Interested parties like to explain the culture industry in technologi
cal terms. Irs millions of participants, they argue, demand reproduction 
processes which inevitably lead to the use of standard products m meet the 
same needs at coundess locations. The technical antithesis between few 
production centers and widely dispersed reception necessitates organiza
tion and planning by those in COntrol. The standardized forms, it is 
claimed, were originally derived from the needs of m~ consumers: that is 
why they are accepted with so little resistance. In:Jtlti. It L F 

ttiariou rerroacrrv ee ~11tg t~ IJI5lbM:WUZrtq .. je'zpJ, What 
is not mentioned is that th~ basis on which technology is gaining power 
over society is the pow~r of those whose economic position in society is 
strongest.'" h~dot'Ri~t

..is rbffIPClpuisir sharee .o~&~ ?!is;9a~,r:4m:l f. Automobiles, 
bombs, and films hold me tOtality together until their leveling element 
demonstrates its power against the very system of injustice it served. For 
the present the technology of the ctllrure industry confines itself to stan
dardization and mass production and sacrifices what once distinguished 
the logic of the work from that of society. These adverse effects, however, 
should not be attributed to the internal laws of technology itself but to its 
function within the economy raday." Any need which might escape the 
central control is repressed by that of individual consciousness. T he step 
from telephone to radio has clearly distinguished the roles. The former lib
erally permitted the participant ra play [he role of subject. The latter 
democratically makes everyone equally into lisreners, in order ra expose 
them in authoritarian fashion to the same programs put Out by different 
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srarions. No mechanism of reply has been developed, and private Trans
missions are condemned to unfreedom. T hey confine themselves ro the 
apocryphal sphere of "amareurs," who, in any case, are organized from 
above. Any trace of sponraneity in the audience of the official radio is 
steered and absorbed into a selection of specializations by ralenr-spo[ters, 
performance competitions, and sponsored events of every kind. The tal
ents belong to the operation long before they are put on show; otherwise 
they would not conform so eagerly. The mentality of the public. which 
allegedly and actually favors the system of the culture industry, is a pan of 
the system, not an excuse for it. If a branch of art follows the same recipe 
as one far removed from it in terms of its medium and subject marrer; if 
the dramatic denouement in radio "soap operas"'" is used as an instructive 
example of how to solve technical difficulties-which are mastered no less 
in "jam sessions" than at the highest levels of jazz-or if a movement from 
Beethoven is loosely "adapted" in the same way as a Tolstoy novel is adapt
ed for film, the pretext of meeting the public's spontaneous wishes is mere 
hot air. An explanation in terms of the specific interests of the tecbnical 
apparatus and its personnel would be closer to the truth, provided that 
apparatus were unders(Qod in all its details as a part of tbe economic 
mechanism of selection." Added (Q trus is the agreemenr, or at least the 
common determination, of the executive powers (Q produce or let pass 
nothing wh ich does not conform ro their rabIes. 'iP tbir co e p b~ 
mp$"rgcr-oP9 .b6'84I~~ 

If [he objective social tendency of this age is incarnated in the ob
scure subjective intenrions of+eerd cbajrmep [hjs is psjwarihhd ! ,,,Mn 
dsc "Ion power&J.cttblS of illdasti j . StEd. p,eJbltdihRIec.· siq! cbC1Jlia 

.Iii ~9'llfA:.OO.wtIICiII f1~itA'l1OitopfJtid liE Wah d d p~ 
They have to keep in with the true wielders of power, ro ensure that their 
sphere of mass society, the s~ecific product of which still has tOO much of 
cozy liberal ism and Jewish intellectualism about it, is not subjected ro a 
series of purges. ~ The dependence of the most powerful broadcasting 
company on the electrical industry, or of film on the banks, characterizes 
the whole sphere, the individual sectors of which are themselves econom~ 
ically intertwined . Everything is so tightly clustered that the concentration 

'. of intellect reaches a level w..here it overflows the demarcations between 
cO Ii~)any names and technical sectors. The' relencless un ity of the culrure 
industry bears witness to the emergent uniry of politics; Sharp distinctions 
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like those between A and B films, or between short stories published in 
magazines in different price segments, do not so much reflect real differ~ 
ences as assist in the classification, organization, and identification of con~ 
sumers. ,SJi'wnbiog' Fboh!lal fbt CiCl,OIIl sa tiPltltMiffl : ~;,dif. 
k.a. u b _ I I II '::ciqnop=s=uxL The hierarchy of serial 
qualities purveyed to the public serves only (Q quantify it more complete
ly. Everyone is supposed to behave spontaneously according ro a "level" 
determined by indices and to select the category of mass product manu
factured fo r their type. On the charts of research organizations, indistin
guishable from those of political propaganda, COPSI I m£Es.,are:dmd~p"9S 

stM!l!ital .... ~nW 12dpg.eti::F,' ma-Sftt@WreaS assordias-ro1!jfie6Hi! 

lI"""i'" 
The schematic nature of this procedure is evident from the fact that 

the mechanically differentiated products are ultimately all the same. That 
the difference between the models of Chrysler and General Motors is fu n~ 

damentally illusory is known by any child, who is fascinated by that very 
difference. The advantages and disadvantages debated by enthusiasts serve 

_7rtpt<llXw!WlclhM!llipij6~[2PffnPWAropeW.cig9 3gdpmM;e. It is no dif
ferent with the offerings of Warner Brothers and Metro Goldwyn Mayer. 
But the differences, even between the more expensive and cheaper prod~ 
ucts from the same firm, are shrinking-in cars to the different number 
of cylinders, engine capaciry, and details of the gadgets, and in films to the 
different number of srars, the expense lavished on technology, labor and 
costumes, or the use of the latest psychological formulae. T he unified stan
dard of value consists in the level of conspicuous production, the amounr 
of investment put on show. The budgeted differences of value in the cul
ture industry have noth ing to do with actual differences, with the mean
ing of the product itself. The technical media, (QO, are being engulfed by 
an insatiable uniformity. Television aims at a synthesis of radio and film, 
delayed only for as long as the interested parties cannot agree. Such a syn
thesis, with its unlimited possibilities, promises to intensify the impover
ishment of the aesthetic material so radically that the identity of all indus
trial culmral products, still scanrily disguised today, win triumph openly 
tomorrow in a mocking fulfillment of Wagner's dream of the total art 
work. The accord between word, image, and music is ach ieved so much 
more perfectly than in Tristan because the sensuous elements, which com
pliamly document only the surface of social reality, are produced in prin-
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ciple within the same technical work process, rbe uniry of which they 
express as weir true content. This work process integrates all the elements 
of production, from the original concept of the novel, shaped by its side~ 
long glance at film,* to the last sound effect. It is the triumph of invested 
capital. To impress the omnipotence of capital on the heam of expropri~ 
ared job candidates as the power of their true master is the purpose of all 
films, regardless of the plot selected by the production directors. 

Even during their leisure rime, consumers must orient themselves 
according to me uniry of production. The active contribution which 
Kantian schematism still expected of subjects- that they should, from the 
first, relare sensuous multipliciry to fundamental concepts-is denied ro 
the subject by industry. It purveys schematisffi as its first service ro the cus~ 
romer. According ro Kantian schematism, a secret mechanism wirhin the 
psyche preformed immediate data to fit them into the sysrcm of pure rea
son. That secret has now been unraveled. Although the operations of the 
mechanism appear to be planned by those who supply the data, ~
tdtt illdm~~jf\t";s hi ilitl hn~o the ipd'!sr~~net"

.L.ia of a socjety jFpr.iopa! dC!ipiw.;a1l irs reHooaI;"OOovS"drthi,.alg.m.itorn; 

ICw;I~J" Ii""'. 'ieS rbuwgh .... h '4grqriCS gf b..sipcssr takes on the 
shrewd inrentionaliry peculiar to them. IioHlwt'E'efl:ffiiiffI Kid ., ",ph:ilfg 

• l~ht~~lassifir.a[iQP has a'mwr bePaPrp;mp~y tlit 
~c 'HAm! I PY;jf4i1 i'tiidttibh. );I:.is-UI CJii lien dnar£u,,{beapwpleefw.l£,jiw.ne 
d"~~~i€.b.,w&gr IQ9 far for id'3!ifm-jn.its-cntN!!~. Every
thing comes from consciousness-from that of God for Malebranche and 
Berkeley, and from earthly production management for mass art. Not only 
do hit songs, Stars, and soap operas conform to types recurring cyclically 
:IS rigid invariants, but the specific content of productions, the seemingly 
variable element, is itself derived from those rypes. The derails become 
interchangeable. The brief interval sequence which has proved catchy in a 
hit song. the hero's temporary disgrace which he accepts as a "good SPOrt," 
the wholesome slaps the heroine re!;.eives from the strong hand of the male 
Sl:t%", his plain-speaking abruptness toward the pampered heiress, are, like 
all the derails, ready-made cliches, to be used here and there as desired and 
always completely defined by rhe-yurpose they serve within the schema, 
To confirm '-the schema by acring as its constituents is their sole raison 
" 'bn. In a film, the omcome can invariably be predicted at the start- who , . 
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will be rewarded, punished, forgotten-and in light music the prepared 
ear can always guess the continuation after the first bars of a hit song and 
is gratified when it actually occurs. The average choice of words in a short 
Story must not be tampered with, The gags and effects are no less calcu
lated than their framework. They are managed by special experts, and theif 
slim variety is specifically tailored to the office pigeonhole. The culture 
industry has developed in conjunction with the predominance of the 
effect. the tangible performance, the technical detail, over the work, which 
once carried the idea and was liquidated with it. By emancipating itSelf, 
the detail had become refractory; from Romanticism to Expression ism it 
had rebelled as unbridled expression, as the agent of opposition, against 
organization. In music, the individual harmonic effect had obliterated 
awareness of the form as a whole; in painting the particular detail had 
obscured the overall composition; in the novel psychological penetration 
had blurred the architecture. ~lrure-indu"'lIY is 
it !trw cg ddgelhban¥.lthough operating only with effects, it subdues 
~ unruliness and subordinates them to the formula which supplants 
the work. It crushes equally the whole and the parts, The whole confronts 
the details in implacable detachment, somewhat like the career of a suc
cessful man, in which everythi ng serves to ilJustrate and demonstrate a 
success which, in fact, it is no more than the sum of those idiotic eventS. 
The so~called leading idea is a filing compartment which creates order, not 
connections. I ?Gkinwhmkz&1ilfJSPJlidlll'tf.m!d .. es~tho..·whQ,iWJpd rbg.pCi. 

~~e. Their harmony, guaranteed in advance, mocks the painful
ly achieved harmony of rhe great bourgeois works of art. In Germany even 
the most carefree films of democracy were overhung already by the grave
yard stillness of dictatorship. 

The whole world is passed through the fiher of the culture industry. 
The familiar experience of the moviegoer, who perceives the street outside 
as a cominuation of the film he has JUSt left, because the film seeks strict
ly [0 reproduce the world of everyday perception, has become the guide
line of production.1;I.w wore de9 s,1,.-.m~"",~dtipti"'" 

'iJ1IIi"'i",,'it8NIJ~e:mOfe!easjl~ illusionqhlt~a· 
oua4de IS 'MESiiileU dE&i!teiHlfkft~(':h--~~lo&in::dte 

.iMina. Since the abrupt introduction of the sound film, mechanical 
duplication has become entirely subservient to this objective. According to 
this tendency. life is to be made indistinguishable from the sound film. Far 
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more ),Irongly tlWl the Ihe.nrc of Illmiol\. fiI"., deHlc~ ItS :1udibiLC 8"1 
di,nerlSiOn hfwtiiLh~t roam 'ff'd)l jq.,Wl._ciel~,nt1~ 
b)ulw.flll~mework--bllt):lUIl'Up:.vjsed b)l--if&p.fcci5e"Atrnal tties-with .. 
QIlI lesin8-'hs'dhr&ado.,lhI'S i' tRim those CJqlOscd 'P if «Wd~lm 
,Ijrrgh' wim",,"tiry. The withering of imagination and spontaneiry in the 
consumer of cuhure wday need not be traced back to psychological mech~ 
:tnisms. The products themselves, especially the most characteristic, the 
sound fllm , cripple those faculties through their objective makeup. They 
:'Irc so constructed that their adequate comprehension requires a quick, ob~ 
servant, knowledgeable cast of mind but positively debars the spectatOr 
from thinking, ifhe is not to miss the Aeeting facts. This kind of alermess 
is so ingrained rhat it does nor even need to be activated in parricular 
cases, whilc sti ll repressing the powers of imagination. Anyone who is SO 

absorbed by the world of the film, by gesture, image, and word, that he or 
she is unable (Q supply that which would have made it a world in the first 
place, does not need to be entirely transfixed by the special operations of 
rhe machinery at rhe moment of the performance. ~~~I:taL.ties 
~fteflt.w,~tfecome SO r.trniim m'\!Khd fH"I¥Airdll9the_Ul~ 
products ,..lwattrDwuwA;;.f2 Ntr QE PettJuRh.."....was W'Orp;yicatty. The 
power of industrial society"" is imprinted on people once and for all. ""Jih,e 

~~- otmm-fnd~,",""nc~t"rt ~ 
.'I'om"l4i.fPVcfuin ?"iI!~action. But each one is a model of the gigan~ 
ric economic machinery,' which, from the first, keeps everyone on their 
toes, both at work and in [he leisure time which resembles it. In any sound 
film or any radio broadcast something is discernible which cannot be 
attributed as a social effect to anyone of them, but to all together. Each 
single manifestation of the culture industry inescapably reproduces 
human beings as what the whole h~ made them. kd ,11 irs ag'P[§ (r6m 
th~{oot\eel w",i.€ W&IlIIf'Y1'~FgIlRB-arMil')s.i£&eR sbe ?1c1i'irFtibel~ 
..me-rlmpl~toduct~ijraQLnind2C.ioe.q..-m-teffi.'f"b'1 W f'lieatl"fi!'ansioQ of .... 

The complaints of art historians and cultural anorneys over the 
exhaustion' of the energy·which created artistic styl~ in the West are fright
eningly unfounded. ~e-ti~tittn-o&eyeryrbjpg G!w~t 
l\a11l'RQb¥ee.been-t~'t'~h'il'~~hE ltlICI'iJ 6fr"1ne!!ha~!",eprOO .. .ciQjI"" 
goes ~n(L..dw Figa_n~~&-the concept with 
which culture [overs idealize the precap[calist past as an orgaAic era. No , r 

/ 

"'''lxhlrllllll'lllllJ Alms /)t'lt'jJlIIIII IOI 

Palestrina could luve eliminated ,he unprepared or unresolved dissonance 
morc puristicalty lhan the jazz arranger cxcludes any phrase which does 
not exactly fit the jargon. (fhe jazzes up Mozart, he changes the music nOt 
only where it is too difficult or serious but also where the melody is mere· 
Iy harmonized differently, indeed, more simply, than is usual coday. No 
medieval patron of architecture can have sCfurinized the subjects of church 
windows and sculptures more suspiciously than the studio hierarchies 
examine a plot by Balzac or Victor Hugo before it receives the imprimatur 
of feasibiliry. No cathedral chapter could have assigned the grimaces and 
torments of the damned to their proper places in the order of divine love 
more scrupulously [han production managers decide the position of the 
torture of the hero or the raised hem of the leading lady's drcss within the 
lirany o f the big film. The explicit and implicit, exoteric and esoteric cat~ 
alog of what is forbidden and what is tolerated· is so extensive that it not 
only defines the area left ftee but wholly controls it. Even the most minor 
details are modeled according to this lexicon. ~kD.i.~~r.saFf;""O-vaut. 
sa(dilW'c~b.r El l1tur "naustr,..,nefige,s.i \Xu la U~g it.we44. hx,.. 
~9f Of gmbjhicion!l"'appli (tCi'tbS)'9~¥ 3m:Wiocabulil£f. The perma
nent compulsion to produce new effects which yet remain bound to the 
old schema, becoming additional rules, merely increases the power of the 
tradition which the individual effect seeks to escape. Every phenomenon 
is by now so thoroughly imprinted by the schema that nothing can occllr 
that does not bear in advance the trace of the jargon, that is not seen at 
first glance to be approved. But the true masters, as both producers and 
reproducers, are [hose who speak the jargon with the same free~and~easy 
relish as ifit were (he language it has long since silenced. Such is the indus~ 
try's ideal of naturalness. It asserts itself more imperiously the hlOre the 
petfected technology reduces the tension between the culture product and 
everyday existence. Ue p.'H"ftdM-omuon e&rie(pa~·'1ttm~~eq.... 

~ii@1iC""'11tte{1iUl f:IlhO'lCUltwa.i.ndust"Y,",rnd i,Wl}3u)' js quire hla ~ 

reo.li. A jazz musician who has to playa piece of seriolls music, Beethoven's 
simplest minuet, involuntarily syncopates, and condescends to start 011 

the beat only with a superior smile. Such "naturalness," complicated by 
the ever more pervasive and exorbitant claims of the specific medium, con
stitutes the new style, "a system of nonculrure to which one might even 
concede a certain \Illiry of style' if it made any sense (Q speak of a stylized 
barbarism. "I 
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The general influence of this stylization may aheady be morc bind
ing than the officia1 rules and prohibitions; a hit song is treated more 
leniently today ifit does not respect the thirty-rwo bars or the compass of 
the ninth than if it includes even the most elusive melodic or harmonic 
detail which falls outside the idiom. Orson Welles is forgiven all his 
offences against the usages of the craft because, as calculated rudeness, 
they confirm the validity of the system all the more zealously. The com
pulsion of the technically conditioned idiom which me stars and directors 
must produce as second nature, so (hat the nation may make it theirs. 
relates to nuances so fine as to be almost as subtle as the devices used in a 
work of the avant-garde, where. unlike those of the hit song, they serve 
truth. The rare ability to conform punctiliously to the obligations of (he 
idiom of naturalness in all branches of the culture industry becomes the 
measure of expertise. As in logical positivism, wha£ is said and how it is 
said must be verifiable against everyday speech. The producers are experts. 
The idiom demands the most prodigious productive powers, which it 
absorbs and squanders . .),wei.sal!Jl jf bjij 'Spdrrrd 'NulsuQtl sgmrryatiSW';L 
dLirjoc;jon bcrwer;p '8"0+00'< and aujGei.' sS;d.e pbsole'"+ A style might 
possibly be called artificial if it had been imposed from outside against the 
resistance of the intrinsic tendencies of form. ~~tlttule.ffidustry 
~~tsdf:.dmyn to its sma'!ru.dem.eAlJ;,S. s~gS fW9)elhe 
~]G ?pp?rnp's as th-.j:ygQ.lbin~lridr-i't;;ei~bsorbed. The deals struck 
berween the art specialists and the sponsor and censor over some aJl-too
unbelievable lie tell us less about internal, aesthetic tensions than about a 
divergence of interests. The reputation of th~ specialist, in which a last 
residue of actual autonomy still occasionally finds refuge, collides with the 
business policy of the chutch or the indust-iial combine producing the sul
ture com modity. By its own nature, however, the matter has already been 
reified as negotiable even before the various agencies come into conflict. 
Even before Zanuck* acquired her, Saim Ber9adette gleamed in the eye of 
her writer as an advert aimed at all the relevant consortia. To this the 
impulses of form have been reduced. As a result, the style of the culture 
industry, which has no resistant material "to overcome, is at the same time 
the negation of style. The reconciliation of general and particular, of rules 
and the specific demands of the subject, through which alone style takes 
on substance, is nullified by the absence of tension between the poles: "the 
eXlremes wh ich touch'"' have become a murky identity in which the gener-
al can replace the particular and vice versa. • 
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Nevertheless, this caricature of style reveals something about the 
genuine style of the past. The concept of a genuine style becomes trans
parent in the culture industry as the aesthetic equivalent of power. The 
notion of style as a merely aesthetic regularity is a retrospective fantasy of 
Romanticism. The unity of style not only of the Christian Middle Ages 
but of the Renaissance expresses the different structures of social coercion 
in those periods, not the obscure experience of the subjects, in which the 
universal was locked away. The great artists were never those whose works 
embodied style in its least fractured, mOSt perfect form but those who 
adopted style as a rigor to set against the chaotic expression of suffering, 
as a negative truth. In the style of these works expression took on the 
strength without which existence is dissipated unheard. Even works which 
are called classical, like the music of Mozart, contain objective tendencies 
which resist the style they incarnate. Up to Schonberg and Picasso, great 
arrisrs have been mistrustful of style, which at decisive points has guided 
them less than the logic of the subject matter. What the Expressionists and 
Dadaists attacked in their polemics, the untruth of style as such, triumphs 
today in the vocal jargon of the crooner, in the adept grace of the film star, 
and even in the mastery of the photographic shot of a farm laborer's hovd. 
Jsz J a9U1nrk pf au St)ds is i rpromi:w. In being absorbed through style 
into the dominant form of universality, into the current musical, pictori
al, or verbal idiom, what is expressed seeks to be reconciled with the idea 
of the true universal. This promise of the work of art to create truth by 
impressing irs unique contours on the socially transmitted forms is as nec
essary as it is hypocritical. By claiming to anricipate fulfiHment through 
their aesthetic derivatives, it posits the real forms of the existing order as 
absolute . .1Q fbi&«Y"llMll€ t1Jiiil§ 6i aiHte!9.lwaytnll~t'"i"s

IMI, ilfi!l6iS" uggle..~aditiQo..,..lk$trugsle.p{"eGi.pita~~ 
~tf&ple"htMf'f61sMt;. iuga" The moment in the work of art by which 
it transcends reality cannot, indeed, be severed from style; that moment, 
however, does not consist in achieved harmony, in the questionable unity 
of form and content, inner and outer, individual and society, but in those 
traits in which the discrepancy emerges, in the necessary failure of the pas
sionate striving for identity. Instead of exposing itself [0 this failure, in 
which the style of the great work of art has always negared itself, the infe
rior work has relied on its similarity to others, the surrogate of identity. 
T' CtIl(di.....;.Qd"Sr.,wltl~na1J.)' W'$iwd.4iwmltaliol..s ab:f&h,re..,Bcipg 
rffrmrg Mher d~v .. 18es s",1e.G(£jj·. QWir;gqe tooothessotnt ) 
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.,.tdif. Aesthetic barbarism today is accomplishing what has threatened 
intellectual formations since [hey were brought cogether as culture and 
neutralized. To speak about culture always went against the grain of cul~ 
rure. The general designation "culture" already contains, virtually, the 
process of identifying, cataloging, and classifying whi~h imp~r~ cuh~re 
into the realm of administration. Only what has been mdustrlalized, ng~ 
orously subsumed, is fuBy adequate to this concept of culture. Onl,y by 
subordinating all branches of intellectual production equally to t~e smgle 
purpose of imposing on the senses of human beings, fro~ the time t.hey 
leave the factory in the evening to the time they clock on m the mornmg, 
~pfll'f~MH!'W6IPtelWue wbidwheJt Wllsr S'IS'ai&<mnmgh~e 
4a)_d~'iSwt'ulUlllOll'fl\ooking4-fulJil~he-not-i.Q9 Of a l!nifi~£ur 
whleli d:it"f'tm~~ndl.\tidua:bpefioQDpl,~Jtbouw~H QlMS 

~. 

~ll5~h6!;jDOliuillflWble"s~btll,. thus proves to 

be the goal of the very liberalism which is criticized for ~ts lack of styl.e. 
Not only did its categories and contents originate in the liberal sphere, m 
domesticated naturalism no less [han in the oJ'eretta and the revue, but 
the modern culture combines are the economic area in which a piece of 
the circulation sphere otherwise in the process of disintegration. t?gether 
with the corresponding entrepreneurial types, still tenuously survives. In 
that area people can still make their way, provided th~ do nOt look too 
closely at their true purpose and are willing to be compli~t. ~~" W~lO 
rerHVS cap slIFyjvr Q9~ms ipspr~[ed. Once-registered as diverg
ing from the culture industry, they belong to it as the land refo~mer does 
to capitalism. Realistic indignation is the trademark of those with a new 
idea ro sell. Public authority in the present society* allows only those com
plai~ts ro be heard in which the ~ttentive ~ar ~n discern the prominenr 
figure under whose protection the rebel IS sUlng for peace. The. mo~e 
immeasurable the gulf between chorus and leadets, the more certamly IS 

there a place among the latter for anyone who demonstrates superi~rity by 
well-organized dissidence. ~S Mt,..nherali&wiTteAdeo.·o,;.glY~tee 
~~I1~s~,n6~i~,~,lMm~i~i."~"'."""'Sd.""""",,,,' ·~u1mrcai.ndust~ To open that 
ind~stry to clever people is the function of the otherwise largely regulated 
market, in which, even in its heyday, freedom was the freedom of the stu
pid 1.0 starve, in art as elsewhere. Not for nothing ~id the system of the 
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culture industry originate in the liberal industrial countries, just as all its 
charaC[eristic media, especially cinema, radio, jazz, and magazines, also 
triumph there. Its progress, however, stems from the general laws of capi
tal. Gaumont and rathe,'" Ullstein and Hugenberg* did nOt follow the 
international trend to their own disadvantage; Europe's economic depen
dence on the USA after the war and the inflation also made its contr ibu~ 

tion. The belief that the barbarism of the culture industry is a result of 
"cultural lag," of the backwardness of American consciousness in relation 
to the state of technology, is quite illusory. Prefascist Europe was backward 
in relation to the monopoly of culture. But it was precisely to such back
wardness that intellectual activity owed a remnant of autonomy, its last 
exponents their livelihood, however meager. In Germany the incomplete 
permearion of life by democratic control had a paradoxical effect. Many 
areas were still exempt from the market mechanism which had been 
unleashed in Western countries. The German educational system, includ
ing the universities, the artisticaHy influential theatres, the great orches
tras, and the museums were under patronage. The political powers, the 
state and the local authorities who inherited such institutions from abso
lutism, had left them a degree of independence from the power of the 
market as the princes and feudal lords had done up to the nineteenth cen
cury. This stiffened the backbone of art in its late phase against the verdict 
of supply and demand, heightening i"ts resistance far beyond its actual 
degree of protection. In the market itself the homage paid to not yet mar
ketable artistic quality was converted into purchasing power, so that rep
umble literary and musical publishers could support authors who brought 
in iircle more than the respect of connoisseurs. Only the dire and incessant 
threat of incorporation into commercial life as aesthetic experts finally 
brought the artists to heel. In former times they signed their leerers, like 
Kant and Hume, "Your most obedient servant," while undermining the 
foundations of throne and altar. Today they call heads of government by 
their firS[ names and are subject, in every artistic impulse. to the judgment 
of their illiterate principals. The analysis offered by de Tocqueville a hun
drcd years ago has been fully borne out in the meantime. Under the pri
V:HC monopoly of culture tyranny does indeed "leave the body free and 
sets to work directly on the soul. The ruler no longer says : 'Either you 
chink as I do or you die.' He says: 'YOLl are free not to think as I do; your 
li fe, your property- all that you shal l keep. Blit from this day on you will 
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be a stranger among US."'2 JywP% whg dqr S='Mri L611i15iit. Is Cblidbl,nl!lll 
[!keg rcoppwjr jwPfif@!)Ctt',...,it:+Pis p"'t&hgat"tH"it1%aih~~ 
iessliw;eW9c wen . .. 
? ' 'j EZ*idea 5. j Whereas the mechanism of supply and 
demand is radar disintegrating in material production, in the superstruc
ture it acts as a comrol on behalf of the rulers. The consumers are the 
workers and salaried employees, the farmers and petty bourgeois. 
Capitalist production hems them in so tightly, in body and soul, mat they 
unresistingly succumb to whatever is proffered [Q them. However, JUSt as 
the ruled have always taken the moraJiry dispensed to them by the rulers 
more seriously than the rulers themselves. the defrauded masses today 
cling to the myth of success still more ardently than the successful. They, 
[00, have their aspirations. They insist unwaveringly on the ideology by 

which they are enslaved. The pernicious love of the com mon people for 
the harm done to them outstrips even the cunning of the authorities. It 
surpasses the rigor of the Hays Office,· just as, in great epochs, it has 
inspired renewed zeal in greater agencies directed against it, the terror of 
the tribunals. lr calls for Mickey Rooner rather than the tragic Garbo, 
Donald Duck rather than Betry Boop. The industry.. bows ro the vote it 
has itself rigged. The incidental COSts to the firm which cannot turn a prof
it from its ContraCt with a declining star arc legitimate COSts for the system 
as a whole. By artfully sanctioning the demand for trash, the system inau
gurates toral harmony. Connoisseurship and expenise are proscribed as the 
arrogance of those who think themsdves~ superior, whereas culture dis
lribures its privileges democratically ro all. Under the ideological truce 
between them, the conformism of clle consumers, like the shamelessness 
of the producers they sustai n, can have a good conscience. Both content 

themselves with the reproduction of sameness. 
Unending sameness also governs the relationship to the past. What 

is new in the phase of mass culture compared to that of late liberalism is 
rhe exclusion of the new. T-he machine is rotating on the spOt. While it 

already determines consumption, it rejects anything untried as a risk. In 
film, any manuscript which is not reassuringly based on a best-seller is 
viewed y.rirh mistrust. That is why there is incessant talk of ideas, novelry 
and surprises, of what is both totally familiar and has never existed before. 
Tempo and dynamism are paramount. Nothing is allowed to stay as it was, 

everything must be endlessly in m6tion. ro: BIi~t"theom!weI!M 'il!lS'orof 
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OQrbipRn'iPcbr & ; I oJd ........ 1 '_,m. ge. .. To add anything 
ro the proven cultural inventory would be roo speculative. The frozen gen
res-sketch, short story, problem film , hit song-represent the average of 
late liberal taste threateningly imposed as a norm. The most powerful of 

the culrore agencies, who work harmoniously with others of their kind as 
only managers do, wherher they come from [he ready-to-wear trade or* 
college, have long since reorganized and rationalized the objective mind. 
It is as if some omnipresent agency had reviewed the material and issued 
an authoritative catalog tersely listing the produw available. The ideal 
forms are inscribed in the cultural heavens where they were already num
bered by Plam-indeed. were only numbers. incapable of increase or 
change. 

Amusement and all the other elements of the culture industry exist
ed long before the industry itself Now they have been taken over ftom 
above and brought fully up to date. The culture indusuy can boast ofhav~ 
ing energeticaJly accomplished and elevated ro a principle the often inept 

transposition of an to the consumption sphere, of having stripped anluse
ment of its obtrusive naiveties and improved the qualiry of its commodi
ties. The more all-embracing the culrure industry has become, the more 
pitilessly it has forced the outsider into either bankruptcy or a syndicate; 
ae the same time it has become more refined and elevated, becoming final
lya syn thesis of Beethoven and the Casino de Paris. * Its uinsry-islwofotd: 
What is drsr~t1ddi 6dBid~~~UEed..inddftfit'(_ 
lL::rirhin All illite.;. "Light" art as such, entertainment, is not ' a form of 
decadence. Those who deplore it as a betrayal of the ideal of pure expres
sion harbor illusions about sociery."" The puriry of bourgeois art, hyposta

tized as a realm of freedom contrasting to material praxis, was bought 
from the outset with the exclusion of thc lower class; and art keeps faith 

with the cause of that class, the true universal, precisely by freeing itsel f 
from the purposes of the false. Serious art has denied itself m those for 
whom the hardship and oppression of life make a mockery of seriousness 
and who must be glad to use the time not spent at the production line in 
being simply carried along. Light art has accompanied autonomous art as 

its shadow. It is the social bad conscience of serious an. The truth which 
the laner could not apprehend because of its social premises gives the for
Illcr an appearance of objective justification. The spl it between them is 
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itself the truth: it expresses at least the negativity of the culture which is 
the sum of both spheres. The ?mjrhesis san be recqqcj,led 1ci"5~IU.) 
.rbsOJbifl@-ljgh r an jnrp..serlow;.o(flUC1t ,,%52. That. however, is what the 
culture industry attempts. The eccentricity of the circus, rhe peep show, or 
rhe brothel in relation to society is as embarrassing [Q it as that of Schon~ 
berg and Karl Kraus. The leading jazz musician Benny Goodman [here~ 
fore has to appear with the Budapest String Quartet, morc pedantic rhyth
mically than any amateur darinerist, while rhe quartet play with the sac
charine monotOny of Guy Lombardo.' What is significant is not crude 

ignorance, stupidity or lack of polish. Thve,J[!!(£ jud"mj' ha~d 
~bbis~. e~ilnCi"tm..zbriiilpoMn~ . . . "" 
~"'!temil!flticaf:in8 dileHi~oMs;ll, wltft_iue1Wnwesqn~g 
~IOOeM'.'ifb~I&Whj.c..1wb&CleYi5ed fl¥!CrfaunotJwewniAA wtr:ft 
r.....B'urheWEvef, Irfh~FdIMi I Ea1heibhle deiite"t"!JoIO~~ 
am~oo...,."J¥1c!W~ual~'-Pu~d. 
ctru,.brtmghPl'i~ngleJ?I 3 denomil\etOD'me rotality of me culture 
industry. Its element is repetition . The fact mat its characteristic innova
tions are in all cases mere if'lll!ucICJilEIlES to IIi£S piOd~[ra
~. With good reason the interest of countless consumers 
is focused on the technology, not on the rigidly repeated, threadbare and 
half-abandoned content. The social power revered by the spectators man
ifests it:Self more effectively in dle technically enforced ubiquity of stereo
types than in the stale ideologies which the ephemeral contems have to 

endorse. 
Nevertheless, 

i nOt be broken by outright dictate but by the hosti li ry . 
principle of entertainment to anyrhing which is more than i 

its hold 
in the 

Demand has not yet been 

repbced by simple obedience. The major reorganization of the film indus
try shortly before the First World War, the material precondition for its 
expansion, was a deliberate adaptation to needs of the publ ic registered at 
the ticket office, which were hardly thought worthy of consideration in the 
pioneering days of the screen. That view is still held by the captains of the 
film industry, who accept only more or less phenomenal ,box-office success 
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as evidence and prudently ignore the counterevidence, truth. ~I .. 
lA8i'i. IlUsinw5. In this they are right to the extent that tl 5 ! 
,, ~ , I _ 

eaUdle llid " H'S in iff Up;sf wid) S! u'I ... d and not in simple 
antithesis to it-or even in the anrithesis between omnipotence and pow
erlessness. Enrertainment is the prolongation of work under late capital
ism. It is sought by those who want to escape the mechanized labor proc
ess so that they can cope with it again. At the same time, however, __ 

3,,"32 .PiS fII 0. < ;60& t&ti? tim i ... uhappi ,lapwiU? 
" dJ&6UgRff hiE fils:" . 1 of 8flFW1i p Ii'ClJt 6QliPQilQsij s i,. that the off
duty worker can experience nothing but after-images of me work process 
itself. The ostensible Content is merely a Faded foreground; what is im
printed is me automated sequence of standardized tasks. ~~peo 
from she wo+ PI'! I!IlJ4I&iii fl fiE'l:~ffile~s J ... )Ugh-:edaptati~f'4n
Jrjsmr rimr. This is the incurable sickness of all cntem.inrnen t. ~ 
JiIil£m. GQugm's i '~Mlnll 11hi8. &liid3db~ir,·ttmd§E tOSHtO' 

Cffnf[ BOd Fb)mfu'ThPl'W'wa+q.l,""ong.:c~~roo¥e£ p£i!wwal 
~ The spectator must need no thoughts of his own: the product pre
scribes each reaction, not through any actual coherence-which collapses 
once exposed to thought- but through signals. Any logical connection 
presupposing mental capacity is scrupulously avoided. Developments are 
ro emerge from the directly preceding si tuation, not from the idea of the 
whole. There is no plot which could withstand the screenwriters' eagerness 
to extract the maximum effect from the individual scene. Finally, even the 
schematic formula seems dangerolls, since it provides some coherence of 
meaning, however meager. when only meaninglessness is a~ceptable. 
Often the plot is willfully denied the development called for by characters 
and theme under the old schema. Instead, rhe next step is determined by 
what the writers take to be their most effective idea. Obtusely ingenious 
surprises disrupt the plot. The product's tendency to fall back pern icious
lyon me pure nonsense which. as buffoonery and clowning, was a legiti
mate part of popular art up to Chaplin and the Marx brothers, emerges 
most strikingly in the less sophisticated genres. Whereas the films of Greet 
Garson and Bette Davis can still derive some claim to a coherenr plot from 
the unity of the socio-psychological case represented, the tendency to sub
vert meaning has taken over completely in the text of novelty songs,* sus
pense films, and cartoons. The idea itself, like objects in comic and horror 
films. is massacred and mutilated. Novelty songs have always lived on con-
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tempt for meaning, which, as both anceswfs and descendants of psycho
analysis, they reduce to the monotony of sexual symbolism. In crime and 
adventure films the spectators are begrudged even the opportunity to wit

ness the resolution. Even in non ironic examples of the genre they must 
make do with the mere horror of situations connected in only the most 

perfunctory way. 
Cartoon and stunt films were once exponents of fantasy against 

rationalism. They allowed justice [0 be done [0- the animals and mings 
electrified by their technology, by granting the mutilated beings a second 
life. Today they merely confirm the vicmry of technological reason over 
truth. A few years ago they had solid plou which were resolved only in the 
whirl of pursuit of the fmal minutes. In rh.is their procedure resembled 
dur of slapstick comedy. But now the temporal relations have shifted. Th.e 
opening sequences state a plot motif so that desuuction can work on It 
throughout the action: with the audience in gleeful pursuit the protago
nist is tossed about like a scrap of lin:er. The quantity of organized amuse
ment is converted inro the qualil}' of organized cruelty." The self-elected 
censors of the film industry, irs accomplices, monitor the duration of the"
atrocity prolonged inro a hum. The jollity1iispds the joy supposedly con
ferred by the sight of an embrace and postpones satisfaction until the day 
of the pogrom. To the extent that cartoons do more than accustom the 
senses to the new tempo, they hammer inro every brain the old lesson that 
continuous attrition, the breaking of all individual resistance, is the con

dition of life in this society. QAoa1d' D!I5k ip rWofH'm9f1'·'Uld..m~\'rrrtar-' 
tttmn!' viet'ilfl IH Itld lift:· locerieootlmr-bdtihgs W tit.tt"'t.fte-s'pRtatOis-ean 

oQ""''1SfQWJhemedHZ Itt dMts· ""~"""" .... *,,,,,w."Im.d"''''I!I'l'rrrnr.lm~ Ih'z~iCi~'6i€bidol...uwherf.lrmdiariiciEF furns Into 
" I .' + .. ....,.,d;nraceW} 5'",85 eyertion. No stimulant '1.' '"S i1lgZ - ( --- .... -~ __ ~ •• _ 

concocted by the experts may escape the weary eye; in face of the slick pre
senration no one may appear stupid even for a moment; everyone has to 
keep up, emulating the smartness displayed and propagated by the pro
duction. This makes it doubtful whether the culture industry even still ful
fil s its self-proclaimed function of distraction. If the majority of radio sta
tions a..nd cinemas were shut down, consumers probably would not fed toO 
much deprived. In stepping from the street into the cinema, they no 
longer enter lhe world of dream in any case, and once the use of these 
insdrutions was no longer made 'obligatory by their lJ1ere existence, the 
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urge fa use them might not be so overwhelming.~ Shutting them down in 
this way would not be reactionary machine-wrecking. Those who suffered 
would not be the film enthusiasts but those who always pay the penalty in 
any case, the ones who had lagged behind. For the housewife, despite the 
films which are supposed to integrate her still further, the dark of the cin
ema grants a refuge in which she can spend a few unsupervised hours, just 
as once. when there were still dwellings and evening repose, she could sit 
gazing OUt of the window. The unemployed of the great centers find fresh
ness in summer and warmth in winter in these places of regulated tem
perature. Apart from that, and even by the measure of the existing order, 
the bloated entertai nment apparatus does nOt make life more worthy of 
human beings. The idea of "exploiting" the given technical possibilities: 
of fuJly utilizing the capacities for aesthetic mass consumption, is part of 
an economic system which refuses ro utilize capacities when it is a ques
tion of abolisfting hunger. 

;li!iC atildlc 111!hmlj Cit Uegd,...w£s ifbOOnSUmer-oU[ of what it, 
dPd'@fd~-' The promissory note of pleasure issued by plot and 
packaging is indefinitely prolonged: the promise, which actually compris
es the enrire show, disdainfully intimates (hat there is nothing more to 
come, that the diner must be satisfied with reading the menu. The desire 
inflamed by the glossy names and images is served up finally with a cele
bra£ion of the daily round if sought to escape. Of course, genuine works 
of art were not sexual exh ibitions either. But by presenting denial as neg
ative, they reversed, as it were, the debasement of the drive and rescued by 
mediation what had been denied. That is the secret of aesthetic sublima
tion: to present fulfillment in its brokenness. The cu lture industry* does 
not sublimate: it suppresses. By constantly exhibiting the object of desire, 
the breasts beneath the sweater, the naked torso of the sparring hero, it 
merely goads the unsublimated anticipation of pleasure, which through 
the habit of denial has long since been mutilated as masochism. There is 
no erotic situation in which innuendo and incitement are not accompa
nied by the clear notification that things will never go so far. The Hays 
Office"- merely confirms the ritual which the culture industry has staged 
in any case: that of Tantalus. Works of art are ascetic and shameless; the 
culture industry is pornographic and prudish. It reduces love to romance. 
And, once reduced, much is permitted. even libertinage as a marketable 
\pecialry, purveyed by quota with the trade description "daring." The mass 
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.proWri 11 ofsdd.die) wrenn .. II, l51i: 87 2bo'" ;'AfflPWgii,i Because 
of his ubiquity, the film star with whom one is supposed to fall in love is, 
from the start, a copy of himself. Every tenor now sounds like a Caruso 
record, and the natural faces of Texas girls already resemble those of the 
established models by which they would be typecaSt in Holly-.vood. ~ 
me-b2!liq! q;prgd'lcsicu of b 'L~' ,. nial" dmiuad l" i. mod, 8Rly 
MOSC ;:lCSC~?1 Ie by thC4cactiofflftY (ttlEdIE lbleLFwM: tlLti; at' vdickl 
~lil&LT of i Jioida.:litj nt!'doPgPf leaves am' room f?E rbe 'L"OO~ 
s;O'Lf iddsuJ hidl aLi I all? q IIi S6 of I Ott" I, s &1:,,9 be-'Q 

~. The triumph over beauty is completed by humor, the malicious 
pleasure elicited by any successful deprivation, There is laughter because 
there is nothing to laugh about. lJerlShsu, ... dle: LCwuciled UI tEfr:SIe, 
ab iIlp USW"'P' nies she TO ::till Wilen !i lUi IS Ciidufo:ot It indicates a 
release, whether from physical danger or from the grip oflogic. Reconciled 
laughter resounds with the echo of escape from power; wrong laughter 
copes with fear by defecting to the agencies which inspire it. It CdiUC$ tl'ie 
inescapability of ROWeF4l1n is a medicinal bath which the entertainment 
industry never ceases to prescribe. It makes laughter the inStrument for 
cheating happiness. To momenrs of happiness laughter is foreign; only 
operettas, and now films, present sex amid peals of merriment. But 
Baudelaire is as humorless as Holderlin. In wrong society laughter is a 
sickness infecting happiness and drawing it into society's worthless tOtali
ty. i:!il b. ?ChiPIl is @I,....JS is gl al it, and the vital force 
which, according to Bergson, bursrs through rigidity in laughter is, in 
[ruth l the irruption ofbarbarity .... the self-assertion ·which, in convivial set
rings. dares [0 celebrate its liberation from scruple. The collective of those 
who i::tugh parodies humanity. They are monads, each abandoning him
self to the pleasure-at the expense of all others and with the majority in 
slippon-of bcing ready to shrink from nothing. Their harmony presents 
a caricature of solidarity. What is infernal about wrong laughter is that it 
compellingly parod ies what is beSt, reconciliation. Joy, however. is austere: 
res sevem verum glZlIdium." The ideology of monasteries, that it is not 
asceticism but the sexual act which marks the renunciation of artainable 
bliss,. is negatively confirmed by the gravity of the lover who presciently 
pins his whole life to the fleeting moment. The culture industry replaces 
pain, which is present ill ecstasy no less than in asceticism, with jovial 
dcnial. Irs supreme law is that itlconsumers shall at nq price be given what 
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~hey ~esire; and in that very deptivation they must take their laughing sat, 
I sfa~lo.n. In each performance of rhe culture industry the permanent 
delllaJ Imposed by civil ization is once more infl icted on and unmistakabl 
demonstrated to its victims. To offer them something and to withh Id y 
. 0 It 

IS one a~d the same. That is what the erotic commotion achieves. JUSt 
because It can never take pi::tce, everything revolves around the coitus. In 
~Im, to allow an. iUicit relationship without due punishment of the culprits 
IS even more StflCriy tabooed than it is for the future son-in-Jaw of a mil
lionaire to be active in the workers' movement. Unlike that of the liberal 
era, industrial no less than nationaJist culture can permit itself to inveigh 
against capitaJism, but not to renounce the threat of castration. This threat 
constitutes its essence .... It outlasrs the organized relaxation of morals to
ward the ~eare~ of uniforms, first in the jaunty films produced for them 
~nd .then In r~alJty .. What is decisive today is no longer Puritanism, though 
It s~ill asserts Itself In the form of women's organizations, but the necessi
ty, Inherent in the system," of never releasing its gti p on the consumer, of 

nOt for ~ m~m~nt al low~ng him or her to suspect that resistance is possi
ble. Th iS pnnc,ple requires that while all needs should be presented to 
individuals as. capable of fulfillment by the culture industry, they should 
be ~o set up In advance that individuals experience themselves through 
their nee~ only as eternal conSumers, as the culture industry's object. Not 
only does It persuade them that its fraud is satisfaction; it also gives them 
ro understand ~a{ they must make do with what is offered, whatever it 
~ay be. !he ~Ight from the everyday world, promised by the culture 
Industry I~ all :rs branches, is much like the abduction of the daughter in 
the Am:ncan cartoon: thc father is holding the ladder in the dark. The 
~ulture Industry presents that same everyday world as paradise. Escape, 
like e1o~ement, is destined from the first to lead back ro irs starting point. 
E~tertamment fosters the resignation which seeks to forget itself in enter
tamment. 

Ar~usement, free of all restraint, would be not on ly the opposite of 
art but Irs complementary extreme. Absurdity in the manner of Mark 
Twain, with which the Ametican culture industry flirts from time to tim e 
could be a corrective to art. 1=lte more F9siiiltd !filtH · ' . / "I e~ H;> uppu;> , vii Lao 
existence (he more if msn II d ,. . . . ~~ l"'~""IV".,., .... .,jb :,, ' sse IFs2il5!$bosis: 
rite iI ?e It bh lS dlitlsp 'disel, .i:i'B' 'q a, :.f, .. "allahS; Me 
HiOlE r.tbbl il ILqsi:es :6 In "&WM .. clwrcas its seal=bed.hee .. " ... 
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cisely rg Sf.Heb' hurdeR gf!ab.r In some r~~ films, ~d especi~lly i~ 
grotesque srories and funmes, - {he POSSibility of this negation IS 

momentarily glimpsed. Its realization, of course, cannot be allowed. Pure 
amusemcnt indulged to the full , relaxed abandon to colorful associations 
and merry nonsense, is cur short by amusement in its marketable form: it 

is disrupted by the surrogate of a coherent meaning with which the cul~ 
(Ure industry insists on endowing its products wh ile at the same time slyly 
misusing them as pretexts for bringing on the stars. Biographies and other 
f.1.bles sd tch wgether the scraps of nonsense inro a feeble~minded plot. It 
is not the bells on the fool 's cap [ha[ jingle but the bunch of h:ys of capi~ 
lalist reason , which even in its images harne:sses joy to the purpose: of get
ting ahead. Every kiss in the revue film must contribute to the career of 
,he boxer or hit-song expert whose success is being glorified. T he decep
tion is not that the culture industry serves up amusement but that it spoils 
lhe fun by its business-minded attachment to the ideological cliches of rhe 
culture which is liquidating itself. Ethics and taste suppress unbridled 
amusement as "n:ilve"-naivety being rated no more highly than intellec
tualism-and cven restrict its technical possibilities. The culture industry 
is corrupt, not as a sink of iniquity but as the cathedral of higher gratifi

calion. At all its levels, from Hemingway to Emil Ludwig,'" from Mrs. 
Miniver' to the Lone Ranger,'"' from Toscani ni to Guy Lombardo: intel
lectual products drawn ready-made from 'rt and science are infec ted with 
ILIltTlLt'h. Traces of something better persist in those features of the culture 

industry by wh ich it resembles the circus!....-in the stubbornly purposeless 
expertise of riders, acrobats, and clowns, in the "defense and justificarion 
or physical as against intellectual arr."J\.But the hiding places of mindless 
artislry. which represents what is human against the social mechanism, are 
being relentlessly ferreted our by organizational reason, which forces 

everything to juscify itself in terms of meaning and effecr. It is causing 
meaninglessness to disappear at the lowest level of art just as radically as 

meaning is disappearing at the highest. 
The fusion of cultu re and enterminment is brought about today not 

on ly by the debasement of culture b., 'l'p lly by the cpw,.JSQij ' iprcllec. 
..wijliW ipn gr,6l1V!lfC'WYu. This is already evident in the fact that amuse
ment is no~ experienced only in facsimile. in the form of cinema photog

r;tphy or lhe radio recording. In lile age of liberal expansion amusement 
wa!> sustained by an unbroken belief in the fumre: things ,",:ould stay the 
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same yet get bener. Today, that belief has itself been intellectualized, 
becoming so refined as ro lose sight of all actual goals and to consist only 
in a golden shimmer proj ected beyond the real. It is composed of the extra 

touches of meaning-running exactly parallel to life itself-applied in the 
screen world to the good guy, the engineer, the decent girl, and also ro the 

ruthlessness disgu ised as character, to the sporting interest, and finally ro 
the cars and cigarettes. even where the enterrainment does not directly 
serve the publicity needs of the manufacturer concerned but advertises the 
system as a whole. Jltiiid§@mlill 'fbUST7§?2 iQs';l. I, taking the place of 
the higher values it eradicates from the masses by repeating them in an 
even more stereotyped form than the advertising slogans paid for by 
private interests. Inwardness, the subjectively restricted form of truth, was 
always more beholden to the ourward rulers than it imagined. The culture 
industry is perverting it into a barefaced lie. It appears now only as the 
high- minded prattle tolerated by consumers of religious bestsellers, psy
chological fi lms, and women's serials" as an embarrassingly agreeable in
gredient, so that they can more reliably control their own human emo

tions. In this sense entertainment is purging the affects in the manner once 
attributed by Aristotle to tragedy and now by Mortimer Adler* to mm. 
10M q,lplFC industry reveals the [rum gar eel)' ahO"5 ?~ IAdF.llro £Mdt' 

tWbFfisd 

The more strongly me culture industry entrenches itself, the more it 
can do as it chooses widl the needs of consumers-producing, control
ling, discipli ning them; even withdrawing amusement altOgether: here, no 
limits are set to cultural progress. But the tendency is immanem in the 

principle of entertainment itself, as a principle of bourgeois enlighten
ment. if the need for entertainment was largely created by industry, which 
recommended the work to the masses through its subject matter, the oleo
graph through the delicate morsel it portrayed and, conversely, the pud
ding mix through the image of a pudding, entertainment has always borne 
the trace of commercial brashness, of sales talk, the voice of the fairground 
huckster. But the original affinity between busi ness and emertainment 
reveals itself in the meaning of entertainment itself: as society's apologia. 
To be entertained means to be in agreement. Entertainmem makes itsel f 
possible only by insulating itself from the totali ty of the social process, 
making itself stupid and perversely renounci ng from the fi rst the in-
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escapable claim of any work, even the most trivial: in its restrictedness ro 

reAect the whole. ~w!IeAl&l!j.Q I:w;'}'S 9W209"ptifting=tlllligs oUt bI fIlhrd , 
fbrget:"'tng"'!\lffllfjlll} GYre whrp it is op d~. At its root is powerlessness. 
It is indeed escape, but not, as It claims, escape from bad reality but from 
the last thought of resisting mat reality. The liberation which amusement 

promises is from thinking as negation. The shamelessness of the rhcmri
cal question "What do people want?n lies in the faCt that it appeals to the 

very people as thinking subjects whose subjectivity it speci fically seeks ro 
annul. Even on those occasions when the public rebels against the pleasure 
industry it displays the feebleness systematically instilled in it by that 
industry. Neverrheless, it has become increasingly difficuh to keep the 
public in submission. T he advance of stupidity must nOt lag behind the 
si multaneous advance of intelligence. In the age of statistics the masses are 
too astute to identify wim the millionaire on the screen and toO obtuse to 
deviate even minutely from me law of large nwnbers. Ideology hides itself 
in probability calculations. Fortune will not smile on all-just on me one 
who draws me winning ticket or, rather, the one designated to do so by a 

higher power-usually the enrertainment indusrry itRlf, which presents 
itself as ceaselessly in search of talent. Those discovered by the talent 
scoutS and then built up by the studios are ideal types of the new, depen
dent middle classes. The female starlet is supposed to symbolize the secre
tary, though in a way which makes her seem predestined, unlike the real 
sccretary, to wear the flowing evening gown. Thus she apprises me female 
spectator not only of the possibility that she. too, might appear on the 
screen but still more insistently of the distance betWeen them. Only one 
can draw the winning lot, only one is/prominent, and even though all have 
mathematically the same chance. it is so min imal for each individual that 
it is best to write it off at once and rejoice in the good fortune of someone 

else, who might JUSt as well be oneself but never is. Where the culture 
indusnysrill invitcs na"ive identification, it immediately denies it. It is no 

longer possible to lose onc:;self in othcrs. Once, film spectators saw their 
OW I1 wedding in that of others. Now the happy couple on the screen are 
specimens of the same species as everyone in the audience, but the same
ness posits rhe insuperable separation of its human elements. The perfcct
ed simila~ity is the absolute difference. The identity of the species pro
hibits that of the individual cases. The culture industry' has sardonically 
realized man's species being. Everyone amounts only to th,OR qualities by 
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whi.ch ~~ or she can replace everyone else: all are fungi ble, mere specimens. 
As mdlvlduals they are absolutely replaceable. pure nothi ngness, and are 
made aware of this as soon as time deprives them of their sameness. This 
changes the inner composition of the religion of success, wh ich they arc 
sternly required to uphold. T he path per aspera ad astra, which presup
poses need and effort, is increasingly replaced by the prize. T he element of 
blindness in the routine decision as to which song is to be a hit, which 
extra a heroine, is celebrated by ideology. Films emphasize chance. By im
p~si~g an essenrial sameness on theif characters, with the exception of the 
villam, ro rhe poim of excluding any faces which do not conform- for 
example, those which, like Garbo's, do not look as if they would welcome 
the greeting "Hello, sister" -the ideology does, it is true, make life ini
t iaJly easier fo r the spectarors. They are assured that they do not need ro 

b~ in any w~y other than they are and that they can succeed just as well 
wlthom havmg to perform tasks of which they know themselves inca
pable. But at the same time mey are given the hint that effort would not 

help the.m in any case, because even bourgeois success no longer has any 
connection ro the calclilable effect of their own work. They take the him. 
Fundamemally, everyone recognizes chance, by which someone is some
ti mes lucky, as the other side of planning." Just because society's energies 
have d~veloped so fat on the side o f rationality that anyone might become 
~n engmeer or a manager, the choice of who is to rcceive from society the 
mvestment and confidence to be trained for such functions becomes 
entirely irrational. Chance and planning become identical since, given the 

sameness of people, the fortune or misfortune of the individ ual, · right up 
to th e top, loses all economic importance. Chance itself is planned; not in 
(he sense that it will affect this or that particular individual bur in tbat 

peo~le beli~ve in its control. For the planners it serves as an alibi, giving 
the ImpreSSIon that the web of transactions and measures into which life 
has been transformed~ still leaves room for spontaneous, immediate rela

tionships between human beings. Such freedom is symbolized in the var
ious media of th.e culture industry by the a.rbitrary selection of average 
c~ses. In the detaIled. teports on the modesdy luxurious pleasure trip otga

Ill/.ed by the ~agaZille for me lucky competition winner- preferably a 
shortha nd typist who probably won through contacts with local powcrs
that-be-the powerlessness of everyone is reflected. So much are the 
masses mere material that those in control' can raise one of them up to 
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their heaven and cast him or her out again: let them go hang with their 
justice and their labor. Industry'" is interested in human be~ngs only as its 
customers and employees and has in fact reduced humamty as a whole, 
like each of its elements, to this exhaustive formula. Depending 011 which 

aspect happens to be paramount at the time, ideology stresses plan or 
chance, technology or life, civiljzarion or nature. As employees people are 
reminded of the rational organization and must fit into it as common 
sense requires. As customers they are regaled, whether on the screen or. in 
the press, wi th human interest stories demonstrating freedom of chOl~e 
and the charm of not belonging to rhe system. In both cases they rematn 

objects. 
The less the culture industry has ro promise and the less it can offer 

a meaningful explanation of life, the emptier the ideology it disseminates 
necessarily becomes. Even the abstract ideals of the harmony and benevo
lence of society are roo concrete in the age of the universal advert isement. 

Abstractions in particular are identified as publicity devices. Language 
which appeals to mere truth only arouses impatience [0 get down. [0 the 
real business behind it. Words which are not a means seem meanmgless, 
the others seem to be fiction, untruth. Value judgments are perceived 
either as advertisements or as mere chatter. The noncommittal vagueness 
of rhe resulting ideology does not make it more' transparent. or weaker. Its 
very vagueness. rlle quasiscientific reluctance to be pinned down to any

thing which cannot be verified, funcdons as an instrum~nt of conu~1. 
Ideology becomes the emphatic and systematic proclamanon of what 15. 

Through its inherent tendency to adoPt! the tone of the facru~ r~port, the 
culture industry makes itself the irrefutable prophet of the exJstillg order. 
With consummate skill it maneuvers between the crags of demonstrable 

misinformation and obvious truth by faithfully duplicating appearances, 
the density of which blocks insight. Thus the omnipresent and impene
trable world of appearances is set up as the ideal. Ideology is split between 
lhe phorographing of brute existence and the blatant lie. about its m~an
ing, a lie which is not articulated directly but drummed ill by su~es~l~n. 
The mere cynical reiteration of the real is enough [Q demonstrate us dIVIn
ity. Such. photological proopr may not be stringent, bur it is overwhel~
ing. Anyone who continues to doubt in face of the power of monoton~ IS 

a fool. The culllLre industry sweeps aside objections to itself along wlm 
those to the world it neUtrally duplicates. One has only t~e cllOice of con-
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forming or being consigned [Q the backwoods: the provincials who oppose 
ci nema a.nd radio by falling back on eternal beauty and amateur theatri
cals have already reached the political stance toward which the members 

o.f mass culture are still being driven. This culture is hardened enough 
eIther to poke fun at the old wishful dreams, the paternal ideal no less than 
unconditionru feeling, or to invoke them as ideology, as the occasion 

demands. The new ideology has me world as such as its subject. It exploits 
the cult offac[ by describing bad existence with utmost exactitude in order 
[Q elevate it into the realm of facts. Through such elevation existence itself 
becomes a surrogate of meaning and justice. Beauty b MIIUIt':.en ,be za,m

Ct. IEpa hlMif. The disappointed hope that one might oneself be the 
employee who won the world trip is matched by the disappointing appear

an.ce of the exactly photographed regions through which the journey 
nllght have led. What is offered is not Italy but evidence that it exists. The 
film can permit itself to show the Paris in which the young Anlerican 
woman hopes to still her longing as a desolately barren place, in order to 

drive ~er all the more implacably into the arms of the sman American boy 

she might equally well have met at home. That life goes on at all, that the 
system, even in its most recent pha.~e, reproduces the lives of those who 
constitute it instead of doing away with them straight away, is even cred
ited to the system as its meaning and value. The ability to keep going at 
~ l becomes the justification for the blind continuation of the system, 
Indeed, for its immutability. What is repeated is herurhy-the cycle in 
nature as in industry. The same babies-grin endlessly from magazines, and 
endJessly the jazz machine pounds. Despite all the progress in' the tech
niques of representation, all the rules and specialties, all rhe gesticulating 
bustle, the bread on which the culture industry feeds humanity, remains 
the s[Qne of stereotype. "IMR:es::olldhe qf£lieal, ~II_ 
W'bosWoP smarmanr [hUt ig spire gfexerything, mothers still Wvc.bm:h=to 
child 3,b c"IiE""J![!s 4''' __ "'*JfAKpwe mrnpbM. l, to J h!'i:PAlI this 
consolidates the immutability of the existing circumstances. T he swaying 
cornfields at the end of C haplin's film on H itler give the lie to the anti

fasc ist speech about freedom. They resemble the blond cresses of the 
German maidens whose outdoor life in the summer wind is photographed 
by Ufa. Nature, in being presented by society's control mechan ism as the 
healing antithesis of society, is itself absorbed into that incurable society 
,lIld sold of[ The solemn pictorial affirmation that the (fees are green, the 
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sky is blue. and the clouds are sailing overhead already makes them cryp
tograms for factory chimneys and gasolin e stations. Conversely, wheels 
and machine parts are made to gleam expressively, debased as receptacles 
of that leafy, cloudy soul. In this way both nature and technology aTC 

mobilized against the alleged stuffiness, the faked recollection of liberal 
society as a world in which people idled lasciviously in plush-lined rooms 
instead of raking wholesome open-air baths as they do today, or suffered 
breakdowns in antediluvian Benz. models instead of traveling at rocker 
speed from where they are in any case [0 where it is no different. The tri
umph of the giant corporation'" over entrepreneurial initiative is celebrat

ed by the culture industry as rhe perpetui ty of entrepreneurial initiative. 
The fight is waged against an enemy who has al ready been defeated, the 
thinking subject.' The resurrection of HailS SOllllenstofor,* the enemy of 
bourgeois philistines, in Germany, and rhe smug coziness of Lift with 
Fath~r~ have one and the same meaning. 

On one matter, however, [his hollow ideology is utterly serious: 
everyone is provided for. "No one must be hungry or cold. Anyone failing 
to comply goes to a concentration camp/' T he joke from Hitler's Germany 
might well shi ne out as a maxim above all the portals of the culture indus
try. With naive shrewdn ess it anticipates the situation characteristic of the 

latest society:" that it knows how to identify its true supporters. Formal 
freedom is guaranteed fo r everyone.-No one has (0 answer officially" for 
what he or she thinks. However, all find themselves enclosed from early 
o n within a system of churches, clubs, professional associations. and other 
relationships which amOunt (0 the most sensitive instrument of social con
trol. Anyone who wants to avoid ruin must rake care not to weigh tOO lit
de in rhe scales of this apparatus. Otherwise he will fall behind in life and 
finally go under. The Fact that in every career, and especially in the liberal 
professions, specialist knowledge as a rule goes hand in hand with a pre
scribed set of arrirudef easi ly gives the misleading impression that expert 
knowledge is all that COUnts. In reality, it is a feature of the irrationally-sys

tematic nature of this society that it reprod uces. passably, only the lives of 
its loyal members. The gradations in the standard of living correspond 
very precisely to [he degree by which classes and ind ividuals inwardly 
adhere to the system. Managers can be relied on; even the minor employ
ee O:lh'Wood, ' who lives in realiry no less than in the fom ic Strip. is reli-, 
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able. Bur anyone who goe~ hungry and suffers from cold, especially if he 
once had good prospects, IS a marked man. He is an outsider, and-with 
the occasional exception of Ihe capital crime-to be an outsider is the 

gra~e~t guil~. In films such a person is, at best, an eccentric, an object of 
mahclOusly Indulgent humor; bur mostly he is a villain and is identified as 

such on his very fi rst appearance, long before the action requires it, to fore
srall even ~he momentary misapprehension that society turns against those 

~f goo.d Will. r~ FaCt. a kind of welfare state on a higher level is being estab
~Ished. today. ro assert their positions people keep in motion an economy 
In .w~lch (he extreme developmenr of technology has made the masses in 
~nnClp~e superfluous as producers in their own country. A.=nrdill,g tp .he 

~=: !i:~~';;; Ft:~ :m::;:::b' :o%;:::vcE:=:; 
RiicanousJinder liberalism the poor were regarded. as lazy; coday they arc 
automatiCally suspect. Anyone who is not provided for outside the con
centration camp belongs inside it. or at any rate in the hell of the most 

de~e~ing ~3.bor and the slums. The culture industry. however, reflects 
socletys positive and negative provision- for those it administers as direcr 

human so l id~rity in the world of honest folk. No one is forgotten. every
wh.cre arc neighbors, social wel&re officers. Dr Gillespies. and armchair 
plulosophers ~vith thci~ hearts in the right place who, with their kindly 
~an-to-man interventions, rUm the socially perpetuated wretchedness 
mto remedia~lc individual cases, unless even that is ruled OUt by the per

sonal dep~~Jty of those concerned. Thc managed provision of friendly 
ca~e, admllllStere~ by c.very fuctory as a means of increasing ,production~ 
bnngs me last.pnvat~ Impulse under social control; by being givcn the 
appearance of Immed~acy. the relationships of people within production 
are returned to me pnvare sphere. Such "wimer aid"* casts its conci liato

ry shadow ?ver rhe films and broadcasts of me cu lrure industry long before 
~uch care IS transferred in totalitarian style fro m the fuctory to society 

It~elf. !he gr~at helpers and benefactors of humanity, whose scholarly and 
SCientific achlcv.ements h.ave co be embellished by scriptwriters as simple 
3::ts of compassion to wrmg from them a fictitious human interest, func
~~n as stand-ins ~or the leaders of nations, who ultimately decree the abo
htl~n of compassion and sllcceed in preventing al l infections by extermi
nating me last of the sick. 

The emphasis on the heart of go ld is society's way of admitting the 
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suffering it creates: everyone knows that they are helpless within the sys
tem, and ideology must take accounr of this. Far from merely concealing 
the suffering under the cloak of improvised comradeship, the culture 
industry stakes irs company pride on looking it manfully in the eye and 
acknowledging it with unflinching composure. This posture of steadfast 
endurance justifies the world which [hat posture makes necessary. Such is 
the world-so hard, yet therefore so wonderful, so healthy. The lie does 
not..IDrink back even. from rrag!=dy. lust as totalitarian soci.et)c. dGeS-nOj: 
abolish the suffering of i[S members, bur registers and plans it, mass cuJ
ture does the same with tragedy_ Hence the persistent borrowings from an. 
Art supplies rhe tragic substance which pure entertainment cannot provide 
on its own yet which it needs if it is to adhere to its principle of meticu
lously duplicating appearance. Tragedy, included in society's calculations 
and affirmed as a moment of the world, becomes a blessing. It deflects me 
charge mat truth is glossed over, whereas in fact it is appropriated wiOl 
cynical regret. It imparts an element of interest to the insipidity of cen
sored happiness and makes that interest manageable. To the consumer 
who has seen cu lturally better days it offers me surrogate oflong-abolished 

depth, and to regular moviegoers the veneer of culrure mey need for pur
poses of prestige. To all it grants the solace mat human fate in its strength 
and authenticity is possible even now* and its unflinching depiction in
escapable. The unbroken surface of existence, in me duplication of which 
ideology consists solely today, appears all me more splendid, glorious, and 
imposing the more it is imbued with necessary suffering. It rakes on the 
aspect of fate. Tragedy is leveled down to the mreat to destroy anyone who 
does not conform, whereas its paradoxical meaning once lay in hopeless 
resistance to mythical threat. Tragic fate becomes the just punishment into 
which bourgeois aesthetics has always longed to transform it. The morali
ty of mass cu lture has come down to it from yesterday's children's books. 
In the first-class production the villain is dressed up as the hysteric who, 
in a study of ostensibly cJinical exactitude, seeks [0 trick her more realistic 
rival out of her life's happiness and who herself suffers a quite untheatrical 

death . To be sure, only at the top arc things managed as scientifically as 
this. Further down, the resources are scarcer. There tragedy has its teeth 

drawn "Jithout sodal psychology. Just as any honest Hungarian-Viennese 
operetta must have its tragic finale in the second act, leavinr- nothing for 
the third bur the righting of misunderstandings, J!'iIii ~ie gJVeL 
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."Rgw.' f%Wqp'PF rmplSje'S 6 LodtiM!. The obvious existence of a for
mula is enough in itself to allay the concern that tragedy might still be 
~mamed. The housewife's description of the recipe for drama as "getting 
mra trouble and Out again" encompasses the whole of mass cwrure from 
the weak-minded women's serial" to its highest productions. Even the 
worst OUlcome, which once had better intentions, still confirms the estab
lished order and corrupts tragedy, whether because the irregular lover pays 
for her brief happiness with death or because the sad end in the picture 
makes the indestructibility of actual life shine all the more btightly. Tragic 
cinema is becoming truly a house of moral correction . The masses, demor
alized by existence under the pressure of the system' and manifesting civ
ilization only as compulsively rehearsed behavior in which rage and rebel
liousness everywhere show through, are to be kept in order by the specta
cle of implacable life and the exemplary conduct of those it crushes. 

Culture has always contributed to dle subduing of revolutionary as well as 
of barbaric instincts. Industrial culture does something more. It inculcates 

the coodicionS-OO-whic.h---i!!t2!acahle life is allowed to be lived_at all. 
Individuals must use their general satiety as a motive for abandoning 
themselves to the collective power of which they are sated. The perma
nently hopeless situations which grind down filmgoers in daily life are 
transformed by their reproduction, in some unknown way, into a promise 
that they may continue to exist. One needs only to become aware of one's 
nullity, to subscribe to one's own defeat, and one is already a parry ro it. 
Society is made up of the desperate and mus falls prey to rackets. In a few 
of the most significam German novels of the prefascisric era, such as Berlin 

AkxandnplAtz and Kleiner Mann, WIZS mm?, this tendency was as vividly 
evident as in the mediocre film and in the procedures of jazz. Funda
mentally, they all present the selF-mockery of man. The possibility of 
becoming an economic subject, an entrepreneur, a proprietor, is emirely 
liquidated. Right down to the small grocery, the independent firm on the 
running and inhetiting of which the bourgeois family and the position of 
its head were founded, has fallen into hopeless dependence. All have 
begmlumplQyees, and in the civilization of employees the dignity of tbe..... 
father, dubious in any case, ceases to ___ The behavior of the individual 
toward the racket, whet er com mercial, professional, or political, both 
before and after admittance to it; the gestures of me leader before the 
masses, of the lover bt:fore [he woman he woos, are taking on pecwiarJy 
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masochistic traits. The attitude all are forced to adopt in order to demon
strate ever again theif moral fitness for this society is reminiscent of that 
of boys during admission to a tribe; circling under the blows of the priest, 
they wear stereotypical smiles. Existence in late ca italism is a permanent 
(ite .of iniri@o!:!. Everyone must s ow at th~nti~leheartedIy 
wid1 the power which beats them. This is inherent in the principle of syn
copation in jazz, which mocks the act of stumbling while elevating it to 
the norm. The eunuch-like voice of the radio crooner, the handsome suit
or of the heiress, who falls into the swimming pool wearing his tuxedo, are 
models for those who want to make themselves into that ro which the sys
tem" breaks them. Everyone can be like the omnipotent society, everyone 
ca n be happy if only they hand themselves over to it body and soul and 
relinquish their claim to happiness. In their weakness society recognizes its 
own strength and passes some of it back to them. Their lack of resistance 
certifies them as reliable cusromers. Thus is tragedy abolished. Once, the 
antithesis between individual and society made up its substance. Tragedy 
glorified "courage and freedom of feeling in face of a mighty foe, sublime 
adversity, a problem which awakened dread."4~ as been dis-
. .' I . 

~'n bicbr;ntiUa:jA c AZariMgI, .. iSKttt!tnIIl!flDNh@UACiIf1oJam.eE±trwas· 
__ But the miracle of integration, the permanent benevolence of those in 

command," who admit the unresisting subject while he chokes down his 
lllHuliness-all this signifies fascism. Fascism lurks in the hwnaneness 
with which Doblin allows his protagonist Biberkopf to find refuge, no less 
rhan in films with a social slaht. The ability to slip through, to survive 
one's own ruin, which has supefseded tragedy, is ingrained in the new gen
eration; its members are capable of any work, since the work , process 
allows them to become attached to none. One is reminded of the sad pli
ability of the soldier returning home, unaffected by the war, of the casual 
laborer who finally joins the clandestine groups and the paramilitary orga
nizations. The liquidation of tragedy confirms the abolition of the indi

vidual. 

lr is not onl the standardized mode of produc:.tion-of- t-he-ruhUIL 
indllstlY w.b.ich. roakes the indiyidllal illusory.i.D-itsJ?ro_ducts. Individuals 
are rolerated only as far as their wholehearted identity wicl1 rhe universal 
is beyond question. From the standardized improvisau?n in jazz to lhe 
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original film personality who must have a lock of hair straying over her 
eyes so that she can be recognized as such, pseudoindividuality reigns. The 
individual trait is reduced to the ability of the universal so completely to 

mold the accidental that it can be recognized as accidental. The sulky tac
iturnity or the elegant walk of the individual who happens to be on show 
is serially produced like the Yale locks which differ by fractions of a mil
limeter. The peculiarity of tbe self is a socially conditioned monopoly 
commodity misrepresented as natural. It is reduced to the moustache, the 
E~cc~-t ... [hc:<lcep voice of the prostitute .. the "Lubirsch touch"-like_ 
iJ,..1ingcrprint. on the-otherwise uniform identitY. cards [Q which the lives 
and laces of all individuals, from rhe film star to the conv:k"ZJJ.ave 6CCi1 
reduced by tbe power of the universal. Pseudoindividuality is a PIecolldi
cion.Io.u rehendin and de[Qxi in {fa ed : onl because. Indi"iduals_ 
are none but mere. in,ffirseccions of universal tend(.';ucies i§ jt RQ§.sL£..[Q 
r;absorb them smoothly into the universal. M-.:ss culture thereby reveals. 
the fictitious qualifY- which has characterized the individual thrall hout 

e bourgeois era and is wrong only in priding itself on.this..murk};..,har- _ 
mony between uDiversal and particular. The principle,.oLindi¥i.dualili)lo-lNas. 
contradic.c.w:y. from tbe oucset-Ei.t;st,-JULuuliriduacian....was_c'lec reallx... 
'!ShieYed-Ihc. Glass-determined.(Qr.tn.. oLself-preservation maintained 
t:,veryon:....!f the level of mere species being.-.Ever:y, bourgeois!--GharaGte-r 
expr;ssed the same tiling, even.and...especially wherLdev:iating from it~the 
harshn~,2f competitive society. Thejndivjdual~_o.fL\\'hom..societ}U'laS" 
suero[[ed, itself bore society's taint; in the individual's ap-!J:aren Lfreedom 
he was the producr of society's economic and.social apparatus. Power has 
Jways invoked the existing power relationships when seeking the approval 
of those subjected to power. At the same time, the advance of bourgeois 
society has promoted the development of the individual. Against the will 
of those controlling it, technology has changed human beings from chil
dren into persons. But all such progress of individuation has been at the 
expense of cl1e individuality in whose name it took place, leaving behind 
nothing except individuals' determination to pursue rheir own purposes 
alone. The citi~ns whose lives ar~lit berween 2!!sin.ess--and-pFivateJi£~ 
~~ivate life between ostentation and intima their intima between 
the sullen communi~nQ.f 'E:arriage an t e bitter solace oLbeing entlW,x 
'!lone, aL oddL~!ves and •. "\vith •. J~¥cryonc,-a[e,...v,ir:tually_a1r.ea~ 
~ wo are at once enthusiastic and.led ulk ... 9uhe ciry_d~veUefs of_ 
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today, who can imagine friends.hlE..- only as "social conrad' between the 
inwardly unconnected. 1~,,!ww indpuar Gas SiiI"ii&A~id~ 

. aalitf so 6 U.:fK6 ,! 'U bfq"flll de f SEal hStoiC of cisGl' hr a1WJJ'!' 
bell.. p rl"xd »"idtie.ij; In the ready~made faces of fi lm heroes and pri~ 
vare persons fabricated according to magaz.ine·cover stereotypes, a sem~ 
blance of individuality-in which no one believes in any case-is fading, 
and the loye for such hero~models is nouri.she.d by the secret satisfaction 
that ;he effort of individuation is at last being replaced by the adminedlr. 
more breathless one of imitation. The hope that the contradictory, disin· 
tegrating person could not survive-for generations, that the psychological 
fracture within it must split the system itself, and that human beings 
might refuse to tolerate the mendacious substitution of the stereotype for 
the individual-that hope is vain. The unity of the personality has been 
recognized as illusory since Shakespeare's Hamler. In the synthetically 
manufactured physiognomies of today the faCt that the concept of human 
life ever existed is already forgonen. For centuries society has prepared for 
Victor Mature and Mickey Rooney! They come to fulfill the very indi~ 
viduality they descroy. 

The heroiz.ing of the average fotms part of the cult of cheapness. The 
highest.paid stars resemble advertisements for unnamed merchandise. 
Not for nothing are they often chosen from the ranks of commercial mod· 
els. The dominant taste derives irs ideal ftOm (be advertisement, fro!!1 
co mmodified beauty. Socrates' dicrum that beauty is the useful has at last 
been ironically fulfilled. The cinema publicizes the cultural congiomerare* 
as a totality, while the radio advertises individually the products for whose 
sake the cultural system exists. For a few cojns YOll pn ses;. the...film....w.hi 
COSt millions, fOl"....CY.enJeS$....x2..u_c.m...b.u~ chewing gum behind.. w.h.i.ch
stand the entire riches of the wQrld~and the sales of which increase those 
riches still further. Through universal suffrage the vast funding of ar~ 
is generally known and approved, if in I1bcmtia, while prostitution behind 
the lines is not permitted. The best orchestras in the world, which are 
none, arc delivered free of charge to the home. An this mockingly re~ 
scmblcs the land of milk and honey as the national community apes the 
human one. Something is served lip for everyone.' A provincial visitor's 
commel;t on the old Berlin Metropoltheater that "it is remarkable what 
ca n be done for the money" has long since been adopted by the culture 
industry and elevated to the subst3I'\Ce of production irself: Not only is a . 
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production always accompanied by triumphant celebration that it has 
been possible at all, bur to a large extent it is that triumph irself. To put 
on a show means to show everyone what one has and can do. The show is 
still a fairground, but one incurably infected by culture. Just as people 
lured by the fairg round crier overcame their disappointment inside the 
booths with a brave smile, since they expected it in any case, the movie· 
goer remains tolerantly loyal to the institution. ~ut the cheapness of mass· 
produced luxury articles, and its complement. universal fraud, are chang~ 

the commodin' character of art irsel£ 

~~;~; ~~; '" -Even its freedom, as negation of the social utility which is 
through the market, is essentially condidoned by the 

commodity economy. Pure works of art, which negated the commodity 
character of society by simply following their own inherent laws, were at 
the same time always commodities. To the extem that, up to the eight 
teenth century, arcists were protected from the market by patronage, they 
were subject to the patrons and their uses instead. ~e p"Tasele»-

>Markat. T e latter's demands are so diversely mediated that the artist is 
exempted from any particula r claim, although only to a certain degree, 
since his autonomy, being merely tolerated, has been attended throughout 
bourgeois history by a moment of untruth, which bas culminated now in 
the social liquidation of art. The mortally sick Beethoven, who flung away 
a novel by Walter Scott with the cry: "The fellow writes for money," while 
himself proving an extremely experienced and tenacious businessman in 
commercializing the last quarters-works representing the most extreme 
repudiation of the market-offers the most grandiose example of the 
unity of the opposites of market and autOnomy in bourgeois art . .1tft!' 

, ,., "l.. "I_'_~ .ilf£1§(" v.lG 3& ] I R' ;U E Q £2 ' .... 
wdipisu . d sf 3uieWnira if in ! $ r w . 2)91 
pill I ; as Beethov~ did: he imPLovjsed...Q!}. "Ra~e over a Lost Pennr" 
and ·ved the metaphysical injunction "It must be n which seeks aes~ 
Ihetically to annul t e wor 's compulsion_by taking.,that burde.n..oIlto 
ilsclf, from his housekeeper's demand for her monthly wages. The princi. 
pie of idealist aesthetics, purposiveness withom purpose," reverses the 
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schema socially adopted by bourgeois art: purposelessness for purposes 
dictated by the market. In the demand for entertainment and relaxation, 
purpose has finally consumed the realm of the purposeless. But as the 
demand for the marketabiliry of art becomes total. a shift in the inner eco
nomic composition of culmral commodities~ is becoming apparent. for 
rhe use which is made of the work of art in antagonistic society is largely 
that of confirming the very existence of the useless. which art's Wtal sub
sllmption under usefulness has abolished. In adapcing itself entirely to 
need, the work of arr defrauds human beings in advance of the liberation 
from the principle of utility which it is supposed to bring about. What 
might be called use value in the reception of culmral assets is being 
repi:J.ced* by exchange value; enjoyment is giving way to being there and 
being in rhe know, connoisseurship by enhanced prestige. 1O;h:¢ WlISdiiiL 

~Q'P6§ she jdeglgvy g£Fbe aIPHJ(',g;!C~i ~!i"~m¥ .=9§5 ipuimrions he RF 
9" uper M'lape.* One has to have seen Mrs. Miniver'" JUSt as one must 
subscribe to Lifo and Time. Everything is perceived from the point of 
view that it can serve as something else, however that other thing 
might be envisaged. 
changed, not in ~as it 

I . h h . l ' _ _ _. [ , '[' ... .1_ 
liM ''f 5 CH 'M'BU. ... ..... = • *,. , :-, -._ 

,/ ,.:lul!'J'"fllP II'S'pEO' ' ; .yeyoIn th is way the commodity character of 
art disintegrates just as ir is fully realized. J las tAil 5 _ 

un.9i !i6!1iE8%P mid ltMgua%4Awt I IF'. 7 n'eebls @Ilq. 
, gEk~ but art as rhe sp~cies of commodity which exists in order to 

be sold yet nOt for sale becomes something hypocritically unsaleable as 
soon as the business transaction is no longer merely its intentio~ but its 
sole principle. The Toscanini performance on the radio is, in a sense, 
lInsaleable. One listens to it for nothing, and each nOte of the symphony 
is accompanied, as it were, by the sublime advertisement that the sym
phony is not being interrupted by adverrisements-"This concert is 
brought to you as a public service." The deception" takes place indirectly 
"ill the profit of all the united auromobi'Ie andSoap manufacturers, on 
whose,payments the stations survive, and, of course. vin the increased sales 
of the electrical industry as the producer of the receiver sets. Radio, the 
progressive latecomer to mass culture, is drawing conclusions which film's 
psclidomarket at present denies thal industry. The tec~nical structure of 
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the commercial radio system" makes it immune ro liberal deviations of the 
kind the mm industry can still permit itself in its own preserve. Film is a 
private enterprise which already represents the sovereign whole,· in which 
respect it has some advantages over the other individual combines.* 
Chesterfield is merely the nation's cigarette, but the radio is its mouth
piece. In the tOtal assimilation of culture products into the commodity 
sphere radio makes no attempt to purvey its products as commodities. In 
America it levies no duty from the public. It thereby takes on the decep
tive form of a disinterested, impartial authority, which firs fascism like a 
glove. In fascism radio becomes the universal mouthpiece of the Fuhrer; 
in the loudspeakers on the streer his voice merges with the howl ;fsirens 
proclaiming panic. from which modern propaganda is hard to distinguish 
in any case. The Nalional Socialists knew that broadcasting gave their 
calise stature as the printing press did to the Reformation. ~ 
metaphysical charisma~ invented by the sociology of religion,' turned out 
finally to be merely the omnipresence of his radio addresses, which 
demonically parodies that of the divine spirit. The giganric fact that the 
speech penetrates everywhere replaces its content, as the benevolent act of 
the Toscanini broadcast supplants irs content. the symphony. No listener 
can apprehend the symphony's uue coherence, wh ile the Fiihrer's address 
is in any case a lie. To posit the human word as absolute, the false com
mandment, is the immanent tendency of radio. B-ecommendation be
comes command. The promotion of identical commodities under differ
ent brand names, the scientifically endorse,d praise of the laxative in the 
slick voice of the announcer beC'Neen the overtures of La Travillta and 
Rimzi. has become untenable if only for its silliness. One day the Diktat 
of production, the specific advertisement. veiled by the semblance of 
choice. can finally become the Fuhrer's overt command . .p a society of 
large-scale fascistic rackets which agree amon~emselves on how much 
of the national product is to be al10cated to providing for the needs of the 
people, fO invite the people ro use a particular soap powder would, in the 
end, seem anachronistic. In a more modern, less cerCllil9n~rrle, the 
rr/hrer directly orders both the holocaust and the sUEI?ly of trash. 

Today works of art, suitably packaged like politicaJ slogans, are 
pressed on a reluctant public at reduced prices by the culture industry; 
they are opened up for popular enjoyment like parks. However, the ero
\ion of their genuine commodity character does not mean that they would 
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be abolished in the life of a free society bur that the last barrier to their 
debasement as cultural assets has now been removed. The abolition of 
educational privilege by disposing of culture at bargain prices does not 
admit the masses to the preserves from which they were formerly exclud
ed bur, under the existing social conditions, contributes to the decay of 
education and the progress of barbaric incoherence. Someone who in the 
nineteenth or early twentieth century spent money to attend a drama or a 
concert, paid the performance at least as much respect as the money spent. 
The citizen who wa.nted a return for his outlay might occasionally uy to 

establish some connection to the work. The guidebooks to Wagner's music 
dramas or the commentaries on FallSt bear wirness to this. They form a 
transition [Q the biographical glaze applied [Q works of art and the other 
practices [Q which works of art are subjected today. Even when the art 
business was in the bloom of youth, use value" was not dragged along as 
a mere appendage by exchange value bur was developed as a precondition 
of the latter, to the social benefit of works of art. I 

!' I' 
jiJi 1M tri"';19yeiGwMev. In the culture industry respca is van

ishing along with criticism: the latter gives way to mechanical expertise, 
the former to the forgetful cult of 

dt~ g _1 WI rb klfdiHl? b "tW
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!tiona.! cu ture as I eo ogy mlllg es Wit t at 0 til ustnauzc Ctl ture as 
fraud. Reduced [Q mere adjuncts, the degraded works of art are secretly 
rejected by their happy recipients along with the junk the medium has 
made them resemble. The public should rejoice that there is so ~uch to 
see and hear. And indeed, everything is to be had. The "screenos"" and 
cinema vaudevilles, the competitions in recognizing musical extracts, the 
free magazines, rewards,~and gift articles handed our to the listeners of cer
tain radio programs are not mere accidents, bur continue what is happen
ing to the culture products themselves. The symphony is becoming the 
prize for list~g..m..r.he ra.9J2 at all, ansif the.te.chnology bad its way th;" 
film would already be deliveted to the apartment on the model of t~ 
r:ldio.~ It is moving towards the commercial system. Television poillts the 
way to a development which easi ly enough could push tI~e Warner brorh-
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ers* into the doubtless unwelcome position of little theatre performers and 
cultural conservatives. However, tile pursuit of prizes has already left its 
imprint on consumer behavior. Because culture presents itself as a bonus, 
with unquestioned private and social benefits, its reception has become a 
matter of taking one's chances. The public ctowds forward for fear of miss
ing something. What that might be is unclear, but, at any rate, only those 
who join in have any chance. Fascism, however, hopes" ro reorganize the 
gift-receivers trained by the culture industry into its enforced adherents. 

reason It merges 

7;~;;i;~g:;'~:;'~h:,e latter appears under monopoly, the 
more omnipotent culture . Its motives are economic enough. 
That life could continue without the whole culture industry is too certain; 
the satiation and apathy it generates among consumers are too gteat.It can 
doJitcle to combat this from its own resources. te'C"riewg is! : eliiir W. , 
liM ' But because its product ceaselessly reduces the pleasure it promises as 
a commodity to that mere promise, it finally coincides with the advertise
ment it needs on account of its own inability to please. In the competitive 
society advertising petformed a social service in ori~ti;}gme buyer In tFie 
market, facilitadng choice and helping the more efficient ~ llnknQW~ 
supplier to find" customers. It did not merely COSt labor time, but saved it. 
Today, when the free market is coming to an end, those in control of the 
system are entrenching themselves in advertising." It strengthens the bond 
which shackles consumers to the big combines. Only those who can keep 
paying the exorbitant fees charged by the advertising agencies, and most 
of all by radio itself, that is, those who are already part of the system or are 
co-opted into it by the decisions of banks and industrial capital, can enter 
the pseudomarket as sellers. The costs of advertising, which finally flow 
back intO the pockets of the combines,*' spare them tbe troublesome task 
of subduing unwanted outsiders; they guarantee that the wielders of influ
ence remain among their peers, not unlike the resolutions of economic 
councils" which control the establishment and cominuation of businesses 
in the totalitarian state. H, "9 ssw.; Oi~:&:i$d.e,!a....~ 
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II; l d,."""""AlI-pervasive advertising is certainly not needed to acquaint 
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people with the goods on offer, the varieties of which are limited in any 
case. It benefits the selling of goods only directly. The termination of a 
familiar advertising campaign by an individual firm represents a loss of 
prestige, and is indeed an offence against the discipline which the leading 
clique imposes on its members. In wartime, commodities which can no 
longer be supplied continue to be advertised merely as a display of indus~ 
trial power. At such times the subsidizing of the ideological media is more 
important than the repetition of names.' Through rheir ubiquitous use 
under the pressure of the system, advertising techniques have invaded rhe 
idiom, the "srylc" of the culture industry. So complete is their triumph 
that in key positions it is no longer even explicit: the imposing buildings 
of the big companies,'" floodlit advertisements in stone, are free of adver
tising, merely displaying the illuminated company initials on their pinna
cles, with no further need of self-congratulation. By contrast, the buildings 
surviving from the nineteenth century, the architecture of which still 
shamefully reveals their utiliry as consumer goods, their function as ac
commodation, are covered from basement to above roof level with hoard
ings and banners: the landscape becomes a mere background for sign
boards and symbols. _Advertising becomes simply..-Hre-atr-.with which 
Goebbels presciently Squated il"; -/!arrpour+'ar'l,--acket.thlog...for-advenis
ing's sake, the pure r~resentation of social power.)n the influential 
American magazines Lift and Fortrau the image.s and textS of a5!vertis~ 
ments are, at a cursory glance, hardly distingillshable from the editorial 
section. The enthusiastic anfl unpaid picture Story about mc;Jiving habits . 
and personal grooming~ celebrities, ~ins them new funs, is edito
rial, while the advertising pages rely on photogrnphs and data so fuctu"il 
and i like that the re resent the ideal of int; . to which the edi· 
tarial section only aspires. very I m is a preview of me next, w IC 

promises yet again to unite the same heroic couple under the same exotic 
sun: anyone arriving late cannot [ell whether he is watching the trailer or 
the real thing. The montage character of the culture industry, me synthet
ic, comroHed manner in which its products are assembled-factory-like 
not only in the film studio but also, virtually, in the compilation of the 
cheap biogrnphies, journal istic novels, and rut songs-predisposes it to 
advenising: rhe individual moment, in being detachable, replaceable, 
estranged even technically from any coherence of meaning, lends itself to 
purposes outside the work. T he special effcct, the trick. the isolated and 
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repeatable individual performance have always conspired with the exhibi
tion of comm~ities for advertising purposes, and tOday every close-up of 
a film actress IS an advert for her name, every hit song a plug for irs tllne. 
Advertising and rhe culture industry are merging technically no less than 
economically. in both, the same thing appears in countless places, and me 
mechanical repetition of the same culrure product is already rhat of the 
same propaganda slogan. In bmh, under the dictate of effectiveness tech. 
ni~ue is becoming psychotechnique, a procedure for manipulating human 
bemgs. In both, the norms of the striking yet fam iliar, the easy but catchy, 
the worldly wise but straigh tforward hold good; everything is directed at 
overpowering a customer conceived as distracted or resistant. "-.... 

Through the language they speak, the cusromers make their own 
co~tr~bucio~ to culture as advertising. For the more completely language 
cOlllcldes with communication, the more words change from substantial 
carriers of meaning to signs devoid of qualities; rhe more purely and trans
parendy they communicate what they designate. the more impenetrable 
they become. The demythologizing of language, as an element of the rot.;l 
process of enlightenment, reverts to magic. In magic word and content 
~ere at once different from each other and indissolubly linked. Concepts 
hke melancholy, history, indeed, life, were apprehended in the word which 
both set them apart and preserved them. Its particular form constituted 
and reAected them at the same rime. The trenchant distinction which 
declares the word itself fortuitous and its allocation to its object arbitrary 

d~s ~way '~ith the superstitious commingling of word and thing. Any
thlllg In a given sequence of leners which goes beyond the correlation to 
(he event designated is banished as unclear and as verbal metaphysics. As 
a ~esult, the word, which henceforth is allowed only ro designate some
thlllg and not ro mean it. becomes so fixated on the object mat it hardens 
to. ~ formula. This affectS language and subject matter equally. Instead of 
ralsmg a matter to me level of experience, the purified word exhibits it as 
a case of an abstract moment, and everything else, severed from now 
defunct expression by the demand for pitiless clarity, therefore withers in 
reali ry also. The omside-Ieft in football, the blackshirr,* the Hider Youth 

member, ~nd o~ers ~f ~eir kind are no more than what they are calledJ 
'.f, ~fo~e Its .rnt10~a1lzat10n,. the word had set free not only longing but 
~I es, m I(S rationalized form It has become a straightjacket morc for long. 
Ing than for lies. The blindness and muteness of the data to which posi . 

, 
< 
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tivism reduces the world passes over into language itself, which i ~ limited 
to registering those data. Thus relat ionships themselves becom~ Impe~e
uable, taking on an impact, a power of adhesion and repulsion whIch 

makes them resemble their extreme antithesis, spells. They act ~n~ more 
like the practices of a kind of sorcery, whether the name of a diva IS con

cocted in the studio on the basis of staristical data, or welfare go:ern~~m 
is averted by the use of taboo-laden words such as "bureaucracy and In

tellectuals," or vileness exonerates irselfby invoking the n~me of a hame-

I d T he name ro which magic most readily attaches, IS mday under-
w· • .~ 

going a chemical change. It is being transformed into arbit~ry, mamp a-
ble designarions, the power of which, although calculable, IS f~r m~t rea
son as willful as that of archaic names. First names, the archaiC resl~~es, 
have been brought up to date either by styliz.ing them into advertiSing 
brands-film stars' surnames have become first nailleS-or by stand~d
i7.ing mcm collectively. By contrast, rhe bourgeois, family n~me which, 

instead of being a trademark, individualized its bear~rs by .relatmg mem t~ 
their own prehistory, sounds old-fashioned. In Amen~s. It arouses a cun
ous unease. To conceal the uncomfof[3.ble distance otlstlng b~~n par

ticular I?eo£!~ th~ call themselves Bob and Harry, like re_~~
bers of teams. Such forms of interaction reduce hum~n bemgs to [;le 
brotherhood of the sporting public, which protects them from true fra~er
nity. Signification, the only function of the ~or~ a~~tted by semanu,?, 

\ 

is consummated in rhe sign." ! flF%[3S T2 PO? '§ • ::itA: I ~4: 
• \ ' 1 " '1' .' II I 'g'" 5 Ike.Wherer 

folksongs are rfghdy or wronby called upper-da5S culture which. has come 
down in the world, their elements have at least taken on ~elr ~op~lar 
form in a long, highly mediated process of experience. The dJsse,mma~lOn 
of popular songs, by contrast, is practically ~nsta~raneou~. The Amencan 
term "fad" for fashions which catch on epldemlcally-l11flamed .by the 
action of highly concenrrated economic powers-referred .to mlS phe
nomenon long before totalimrian advertising bosses had lal~ down rhe 

f I . h· . If the r crm"'I' 6, _ :4t&Mh..3.. !;cncrallines 0 CU ture III t elr COUntries .. ~_ ..... -~ "II 
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nations against which the German Blitzk~~g was directed have a~opted It 
in their own jargon. The universal repetltlon of the term ~enotmg such 
measures makes the measures, tOO, familiar, jusr as, at l~e nme of the free 
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marker, me brand name on everyone's lips increased sales. The blind and 
r,!£idly spreadi,!!g..re.pctitiOlWlLdesignateq words links aclYer.tising_to tbc_ 
totalitarian slogan. The layer of expcrience which made words human like 
those who spoke them has been stripped away, and in its prompt appro
priation language takes on [he coldness which hitherto was peculiar to 
billboards and the advertising sections of newspapers. Countless people 

use words and expressions which the~thc.t..ha.'le..LeaSed....t:o_understaod aL 
allor use OJliy according to their behavioral functi0,.D.§..I_just.-as tl7adcmarks 
g,dhere all the more compulsively to their objects me less theidinguistic 
meaning is apprehended. The Minister of Public Education speaks igno
rantly of "dynamic forces," and the hit songs sing endlessly of "reverie" 
and "rhapsody," hitching their popularity to the magic of the incompre
hensible as if to some deep intimation of a higher life. Other stereotypes, 
such as "memory," are still partly comprehended, but become detached 
from the experience which might fulfill them. They obtrude into me spo
ken language like enclaves. On the German radio of Flesch and Hider 
mey are discernible in rhe affected diction of the announcer, who pro

nounces phrases like "Goodnight. listeners." or "This is the Hitler Youth 
speaking." or even "the Fiihrer" with an inflection which passes into the 
mother tongue of millions. In such (Urns of phrase the last bond between 
sedimented experience and language, which still exerted a reconciling in
fluence in dialect in the nineteenm century, is severed. By contrast, in the 
hands of me editor whose supple opin ions have promoted him to me sta
tus of Schrifikiur,' German words become petrified and alien. In any 
word one can distinguish how far it has been disfigured by the fascist 
"folk" community. By now, of course, such language* has become univer
sal, rotalitarian. T he violence done to words is no longer audible in memo 

The radio announcer does not need to talk in an affected voice; indeed, he 
would be impossible if his tone differed from mat of his designated lis
teners. This means, however, that the language and gestures of listeners 
and spectators are more deeply permeated by the patterns of the culture 
industry than ever before, in nuances still beyond the reach of experimen
tal merltods. Today the culture industry has taken over the civilizing inher~ 
itance of the frontier and entrepreneurial democracy. whose receptivity to 
intellectual deviarions was never toO highly developed. AJi are free to 
dance and amuse themselves. just as, since the historical neutralization of 
religion, [hey have been free to join any of the coundcss sects. But fre(;~ 
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dam to choose an ideology, which always reflects economic coercion, 
everywhere proves to be freedom [ 0 be the same. The way in w~ich the 
young girl accepts and performs the obligatory date, the tone ~f vOIce used 
on the telephone and in rhe most intimate situations, m e C~Olce of wo.rds 
in conversation, indeed. the whole inner life compartmentalized accordmg 
to the categories of vulgarized depth psychology, bears w~mess to the:: at
tempt to turn oneself into an apparatus meeti~g th~ reqUIrements of suc
cess, an apparatus which, even in its unconSCIOUS lmp~l~s, conform~ to 
the model presented by the culture indusuy. The most ummate reacuons 
of human beings have become so entirely reified, even to themselves. ~hat 
the idea of anything peculiar ro them survives only in extreme abstracuon: 

lOry means hardly more than da~inp whire teeth and freedom persoua I ~ .. • L 
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Elemenrs of Anri-Semitism: 

Limits of Enlightenment 

Anti-Semitism raday is for some a question affecti ng human destiny 
and for others a mere pretext. For the fascists the Jews are nor a minotity 
but the antirace, the negative principle as such; on their extermination the 
world's happiness depends. Diametrical ly opposed to this is the thesis that 
the Jews. free of national or racial features. fo rm a group through religious 
belief and tradition and nothing else. Jewish trai ts relate to Eastern Jews, 
and only to mose not yet assimilated . Both doctrines are true and false at 
the same time. 

The firs t is truc in [he sense that fascism has made it truc. The Jews 
are today the group which, in practice and in theory, draws to itself the 
destructive urge which the wrong social order spontaneously produces. 
They are branded as absolute evil by absolute evil. In this sense dley are 
indeed me chosen people. Now mat power is no longer needed for eco
nomic reasons,' the Jews are designated as its absolute object, existing 
merely for the exercise of power. The workers," who are the real target, are 
understandably nOt told as much to their faces; the blacks must be kept in 
their place, but the Jews are to be wiped from the face of the earth, and 
the call to exterminate them like vermin finds an echo among the prospec
tive fascists of all coun tries. In the image or the Jew which the racial 
nationalists hold up before the world they express dleir own essence. Their 
crnving is for exclusive ownership, appropriation,"" unlimited power, and 




